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Chapter I
'lEI JSV/ISH EDUCATION?
A
-1-
WHY JE-.7ISH EDUCATION?
The aims of Jewish education are to achieve the adjust-
ment of the Jew to himself, to the environment and to the cos-
mos, and to provide the means for rich creative Jewish living.
Adjustment of the Jew to himself involves the accept-
ance by the individual of the fact of his Jewishness. This is
necessary for the establishment of an inner harmony or balance
of personality. As long as being a Jev/ automatically imposes
certain inevitable social economic and other handicaps, we can-
not achieve an adequate adjustment to Judaism until the indi-
vidual is taught to accept these handicaps and rise above them,
"Much of the equally undesirable superiority and inferiority
attitudes found among Jews can be traced to failure to make this
adjustment."* Jewish education has a definite task to perform
in this direction.
With reference to the environment, there are trio as-
pects to which Jewish educj^tion must adjust, the Jewish and the
non-Jewish. Adjustment to the Jev/ish environment Involves,
first the trsinsmission of the Jewish cultural heritage. This
includes knowledge of their common past, or the history of the
Jewish people, knowledge of their common literary heritage -
that is, the Bible and the post Biblical literature - knowledge
of o\ir common ideals.
Secondly, it involves the induction of the individual
into actual participation in Jewish life. This implies the
practice of ceremonial rites, participation in religious wor-
ship and membership in religious institutions. It also implies
^Franzblau, A. N.; "Jewish Religious Education", Religious
Education, May, 1930.

2the stimulation of Jewish cultural activity along the lines of
both individual creativity and support of cultural movements.
"Participation in these phases of Jewish life is not a
thing toward which children naturally turn by themselves. Nor
can it be achieved through routine practice. Forcing children
to attend adult services will not train them in worship. Neithe|r
will the routine collection of small sums of money Sunday morn-
ing train them in habits of philanthropy. For these, as well
as for all other phases of participation in Jewish life, we
must prepare gradually, through a graded curriculum of instruc-
tion."* We should begin with those activities which are inter-
esting to the very young child and keep in pace with the de-
velopment of the child as he or she grows toward maturity.
Ideal participation in suitable and related activities as a
child.
The adjustment of the Jev/ to the non-Jewish environment
requires an adequate comprehension of his place in that environ-^
ment. It implies the achievment of a state of harmony or bal-
ance between the centrifugal forces which impel the Jew to ob-
literate himself in the stream of the life and culture of the
dominant environment and the centripetal forces which force him
to create protective barriers between himself and the dominant
environment. "It is only v/hen the Jev/ participates whole-
heartedly and sympathetically in ^^jnerican life, fulfilling all
his obligations as a citizen and contributing to American cul-
ture the best that is within him, while at the same time re-
maining loyal to his Jewish religion, and the cultural tra-
*Franzblau, A. N.; "Jewish Religiuus Education."
"Religious Education, May, 1930.
-•-
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ditions, that genuine adjustment can be said to exist.
It is in the final phase, that of adjustment to the cos-
mos, that Judaism as a religion can play its greatest role in
the scheme of education. "This phase of education must aim to
answer some of the great cosmic questions which rise in the mindsj
of men. It must afford relief from the doubts with which we are
now beset. It must translate kno^^ledge of the Jewish religion
and its ideals into urges and impulses which will integrate the
individual into the greater world. It must set up a goal which
will give meaning to all existence, and it must make the indi-
vidual conscious of the divine in life and permeate all living
with this consciousness
Lastly, the study of Hebrew is regarded by the Jewish
Educational Bureau an essential in the curriculum of any Jewish
school, and provision is made for its study even in these
schools that meet only once a v/eek. Hebrew is made character-
istic subject of the curriculum of the Jewish religious school,
which distinguishes it from the religious school of any other
group. The study of the sacred language, however, is not an
end in itself. Hebrew is included in the curriculum through no
fear that it will otherwise die. Neither is it hoped to pre-
serve the Jewish people as to establish an international bond
between Jews of all lands through the medium of Hebrew. It is
implied that by means of the Hebrew language the Jew finds the
most adequate expression for his religiousness.
*Pran2blau, A. N.: "Jewish Religious Education,"
Religous Education, May, 1930.
jHt-Ibid.
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Thus, the fimctlon of the Jewish schools is to transmit
to American Jewish children a range of interest and to incul-
cate in them a group of emotions which are outside of the realm
of the ijnerican public school. Jewish education wishes to en-
rich the personality of the American Jew in content, by giving
him an additional culture, another language and literature, the
ethical ideals of the prophets and martyrs of Israel, and the re*
ligious attitudes of the "People of the Book." It wishes to en-
large his personality in space, by connecting his interests with
those of the Jews of the entire v/orld. It desires to extend his
outlook in time, by giving him the long historic perspective of
the Jewish people, making him the immediate scion of centuries
of struggle and development.
4

Chapter II
HISTORY OF JEWISH EDUCATION
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A. DURING THE ANCIENT PERIOD .
1 , Domestic Influences
The Jews long before any other nation of antiquity,
formulated an educational ideal and expressed the aim of ed-
ucation in terms of character formation, based on religious and
ethical principles . The product of a sound education was to be
a God-foaring man, for, »the fear of the Lord is the beginning
OS wisdom. The Jews did not, as the Greeks create God in the
shape and with the qualities of man, but man was created in the
image of God, and his ideal was to be found in God. Indeed the
reward for true observance of faith was increase of progeny;
»happy is the man that hath the quiver full of them
Unlike their neighbors, even the most civilized, the
Jews did not practice the exposure of children for none was so
unfit that it could not learn God, Schools as such, were un-
kno'^vn in Biblical times, because it was felt that the education
of the children was the business of the family. The family was
the starting point of the Hebrew nation, as it was of other
nations, and was carried on within it through centuries up to
the time of Simon ben Shetah (126-72 B. 0,).
Since the ^ebrew nation is supposed to have had its in-
ception in the patriarch Abraham, he must, therefore be regarded
as the initiator of its education. And, indeed, an Injunction
went forth to him to teach his children so that »they may keep
the way of Jehovah to do justice and righteousness . It is
justice and righteousness that run through all the stages of
Jewish existence from the patriarchal through the Mosaic, the
^Deuteronomy, x, 12: Proverbs i, 7.
•iHJ-Psalms cxxvli, 5.
*-J«*Genesis, xviii, 19.
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prophetic, the exile, up to the close of the Talmudic period
(500 A. D. )
•
It Is interesting to note that Plato in his "Republic"
regards justice, "dyk aiosyne", as one of the fundamental prin-
ciples of his ideal stote. The command issued from Abraham was
made even more emphatic by the founder of the Hebrew nation,
i^oses, who inculcated upon his people incessant, unflagging
teaching. "Thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children
and shalt talk of them when thou liest down and v/hen thou rises
up."* The teacher of the Jev/ish child v/as, therefore, pri-
marily the father, and to some extent the mother.
It was then the duty of the father to teach his child
in all the branches of knov/ledge known at that time and re-
quisite for the *Jev/ to be able to observe the lav/s as they de-
veloped in the course of time. Here we note at once the
striking difference between the Jev/ish and other civilized na-
tions, as for instance, the Greek and Roman. "'JVhereas it was
incumbent upon the Jewish father to teach his child himself,
the Greek and Roman entrusted their children to others - to
slaves, as the very word Pedopogica (paidogogos leader of
children) indicates."**
It was the duty of the parents to act as interpreters
to their children of annual festivals, and the religious rites
and ceremonials, all of which served as object lessons in the
history of their ancestors and practical religious training.
More particularly was it the duty of fathers to hand down the
*Deuteronorny, vi, 7.
**Waldman, M., "Hebrew Education", (School and Society,)
Oct. 6, 1928.
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national traditions, and to explain local landmarks. Reading
and writing, and sufficient arithmetic to calculate dates of
festivals and everyday needs were included in the curriculum.
History and songs formed part of the life of the nation.
With the '^ews, as with the Greeks, life was education,
though the content was different. How strongly rooted the re-
ligious ideal of education was tsmong the Jews may be gathered
from the fact tht^t in spite of the materit.1 greotness and wide
intercourse v/ith the v/orld, worldly culture did not arise.
Typical of the literature of the period (1000 B. C.) is the
Book of Proverbs, the whole of w'.ich may be read as the ex-
pression of the educational ideals of the time, with its em-
phasis on the importance of both the father and mother in the
education of the child, with its stress on habit, on the value
of reproof as a mode of guidance, on the importance of dis-
cipline, and the rod of correction, and with its description
of the virtuous woman. ^>
Under the influence of Ezra and Nehemiah the sacred
writings acquired a new value and became an object of definite
study. "From this time on the Jev/s were the "People of the
Book". "The sacred writings became the spelling book, the
community a school, religion s-n affair of teaching and learn-
ing".** A new class of instructors called Scribes arose, as
opposed to the Levites, or official interpreters. During the
period of the Scribes especially, religious observances prayers
and festival celebrations in the home were so identified with
*Proverbs x, 17; xii; 1; xxii; 6, 15; xxiii 14, 15:
-»-*Kandell, I. L.; Grossman, L., "Jewish Education" P«542,
Monroe, Encyclopedia of Education.
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llfe as to make religion interwoven with the daily activities
of the people. Religion and ethics were inseparable from life.
The synagogues at a later date, became places of instruction and
discussion.
2. Contact With Outside Cultures
During the period of Greek hegemony when the Jews stub-
bornly resisted the Greek cultural and religious influences, and
especially during the second century, when the Jews came into
close contact with the Syrians, an appalling ignorance had grad-
ually made inroads among them. "It is a strange phenomenon
that the Jew, who held on with such unusual tenacity to his
traditions and religion, should have given up his native tongue
and adopted that of the heathen - the Syrian Aramaic became the
vernacular of the Jews, in v/hich many of the prayers and learned
works, like the Mlshnah and Talmud, were written. It also v/as
the language of Jesus in which he delivered his message to the
v/orld. It had come to such a pass that interpreters had to be
employed in the synogogues" .-^
In the second century, however, Hellenistic influence
began to make itself strongly felt among the Jews and Greek
customs and a gymnasium v/ere introduced into Jerusalem. The
sages recommended the study of Greek and even the translation
of the Tor ah into that language, because, 'only by Greek can
it be adequately rendered.* Furthermore, Greek was taught to
girls as an accomplishment, although as a rule girls were only
trained in household work and the duties of motherhood. The
*v;aldman, ^-i., "Hebrew Education", School and Society,
Oct. 6, 1928.
-1
•
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Jews "became very fond of the Greek language, and not only was it;
the official language during the Greek occupation but continued
to be so under that of the Romans. There is very little Latin
to found in the Talmud whereas it abounds with Greek words and
expressions
•
About the year 70 B. C. Simeon ben Shetah decreed that
schools be established in large cities and teachers be appoint-
ed. The details of the decree cannot be traced, but it seems
highly probable that the education of orphan children of six-
teen years of age was intended. This did not succeed very well,
This deplorable state of affairs endured until about the second
half of the first century of our common era, when the High
Priest, Joshua ben Gamala, decreed that there whould be es-
tablished elementary schools, with compulsory attendance from
the age of six. Attendance before that age was strongly dis-
couraged, children would come to school equipped with a know-
ledge of reading, of some extracts of Pentateuch, and the cere-
monials learned from the father. By the law each community had
to provide a teacher for every twenty fljte children, with an
assistant if the number rose to forty, and another tercher if
the number reached fifty. The curriculum was religious, con-
sisting of the Scriptures and anything arising out of this in
the way of arithmetic, history, geography, and general knowledge!
The Talmud says of Joshua ben Gamala; "Verily let it be re-
membered too that for good. Rabbi Joshua ven Gamala is his name,
for had he not been, the Law v/ould have been forgotten in Israel
I
10
At first everyone that had a father received from him instruc-
tion in the -^aw, but he that had no father learned not the Law.
V/hen we consider that compulsory education in modern
times is comparatively recent, than this act of Joshua ben
Gamala almost tv/o thousand years ago must be regarded as unusual
Professor Swift of the University of Minnesota, one of
our foremost educators, expresses himself as follov/s in regard
to the m.erits of the ancient Jewish education. "The Greeks in
vain sought to induce the Jews to accept physical culture, the
golden classics of Greece, and Greek science. Nevertheless the
boy who had completed the studies of the elementary school was
master of one of the greatest literatures any race has ever pro-
duced. He probably knew by heart most of the Pentateuch as well
as selections from many other of the scriptures, ready to ex-
plain, origin and meaning of the sacred rites, customs public
and private - which played a large part in the events of each
day. He v/ss steeped in the religious consciousness of his
people and was united with them in thought, knowledge, and sym-
pathies .
Beginning of the Academy in Ancient Times
One of the most interesting illustrations of the in-
fluence of education on the survival of a nation is that pre-
sented by the Hebrew academies. The synagogues had already
been centers of study, probably from the time of Ezra, for in
addition to the prayers, passages from the Holy Writ were read
and explained to the people. After the destruction of the
*Swift, F, H., "Education in Ancient Israel." P. 23.
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Temple, permission was obtained to establish an academy at
Yabneh, which became the new center for Jewish life. Here the
traditional literature and the laws of the nation were discussed,
legal and ritual questions were decided, theoretical and hypo-
thetical questions were considered at length, and the foundation
for future development was laid. Young men flocked to the ac-
ademies that had been founded in many other towns, they came
for training and ordination as rabbis, with pov/er to teach,
judge, and, v/ith limitations, to decide on questions of ritual.
In the academies all sorts of subjects were discussed
and debated, religion, exegesis, liturgy, history, sociology,
jurisprudence, philosophy, astronomy, architecture, animal an-
atomy, etiquette and manners was also discussed. By 219 these
traditions were collected, and formed the Mishnah, a word liter-
ally meaning 'teaching*, and applied to lawa and regulations.
the fifth century the Jerusalem Gemoreli was compiled, con-
sisting of supplements and discussions of the Mishnah.
At the same time a parallel development was going on
among the Babylonian Jews, where the academies became important
about 219 A. D« In the sixth century the Babylonian Gemofah
v/as completed. An interesing institution connected with the
Babylonian academies was the Kallah, a general assembly meeting
twice each year, at the end of suinraer and winter, and not un-
like the modern chataqua. Multitudes of students came to Baby-
lonia to listen to the discussions of the Oral Lav/ and to bring
new decisions to the people at home. The two compilations, the
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Mislinah and Gemorah, dealing with the laws and regulations and
the exegetical discussion that had grown around them, were known
as the Talmud, which for many centuries remained the storehouse
of Jewish learning and the center of Jewish Intellectual activ-
ity.
3. Educational Principles and Theories in the Bible and Talmud .
It is to the Bible that we must look for the origin of
the school methods and educational ideals which we find more
fully developed in past Biblical literature. Indeed, the text
of the Bible wbs the ultimate authority for all state regula-
tions and social ordinances, although much casuistry was fre-
quently displayed in the endeavor to reconcile the Biblical text
with the necessities and requirements of everyday life* "To
the Bible, however, we can trace the germ of the system of ed-
ucation, v/hich was in no way altered, but was further developed
in later times."* Home training was the central idea of the
system. This is very fully expressed an illustrated in the Mo-
saic precept which occurs in the passage, which 1 have quoted
before, declaratory of Israel's faith in the unity of God. "Tho|u
shalt teach them diligently \mto thy children and shalt talk of
them when thou liest down, and when thou risest up." A v/hole
volume of pedogogic rules might be deduced from these words.
They clearly show that in wery early times the obligation was
thrown upon parents to personally direct the education of their
children, and that religious training was an essential part of
home instruction.
»Magnus, P., "The Early School Teaching of the Jews";
Nineteenth Century; Sept., 1906.
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The theory of education in the nine centuries following
the Old Testament period are to be foimd scattered in the Tal-
mud. Education meaning, as always, religious education, was re-
garded as the business of life. The Ignorant man, was to suffer
civil disenfranchisement and spcial ostracism, for the ignorant
man cannot be religious, while 'whoso knov/s the Bible, Mishnah,
and morals will not sin easily.* Hence the school was as much
a requisite in every community as a syr.agogue and to live where
there was no school was forbidden. One of the best known say-
ings of the Talmud, full of deep meaning and indicating the
keenest possible appreciation of the value of education, at-
tributed to Rabbi Eliezer ben Shamna, is, »By the breath from
the mouth of school children the world is sustained.* It was
he, too, who is said to hj.ve interpreted the words of the Psalm-'
ist, 'Touch not ray anointed,' as referring to sbhool children,
and the words, »Do not offend my prophets', to their teachers.
The position occupied by school teachers in Talmudic
times is in striking contrast to their status in the days of
ancient Greece, or Rome. It was not to slaves, but to the
choice and master spirits among the people, that the training
of Jev/ish children was entrusted. Respect for the teacher was
inculcated as even a higher duty than filial piety. "If both
father and teacher are threatened, the latter, we are told,
should be the first protected." This reverence for the teaiaher
was only the necessary corollary of the sanctification of learn-
Ing.
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The aim of education among the ^e'ws was national rather
than individual. They believed that in the success of their
schools lay all hope of preserving and promoting the study of
the Law, which was their inheritance, and thus fulfilling the
purpose of their existence. On these grounds, the Patriarch in
the fourth century sent two inspectors of schools up and down
the country.
Great care wt^s to be exercised in the selection of a
teacher. The first qualification was an acquaintance with the
whole store of learning. The teacher was to be married, pa-
tient, and wholly devoted to the needs of his pupils, for a
dishonest teacher was regarded as »of those of whom it is said,
» cursed be he A-ho doeth the work of the Lord deceitfully* •
Teachers were exempt from taxation and although those in the
lower grades were paid a salary, it was very general for the
teachers of the Talmud to follow some other vocation. We find,
therefore, that the Rabbis of old were engaged in all kinds of
handicraft. One was a mason, another a carpenter, another a
hewer of wood, and so on. And, in order that the career of a
teacher might be open to all, it was incumbent of every parent,
to teach his child a trade* Manual labor was therefore digni-
fied. 'Great is the virtue of handiwork,' says the Talmud;
'it honoreth those who devote themselves to it.»
Women in no case could be employed as teachers. Their
sphere was in the home. The pupils attended school morning
and evening for about five hours each day. The Sabbath and
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Festivals were employed for review and examinations. Vacations
were accordingly unknovm, the only concession being a reduction
of one hour a day during the summer.
A well defined school procedure came to be recognized,
and a traditional curriculum was early established. The school
age ( 5 or 6 to 15) was divided into three periods. One period
devoted to the Scriptures; one devoted to the study of Mishnoh,
and one devoted to Gemorah. At the ^e of thirteen boys were
confirmed and attained their religous majority. The subjects
mentioned formed but the core of the studies, the extent and
scope has been described above in dealing with the development
of the Talmud. The method, as usual with Oriental peoples, and
1
as is to be expected from the lack of written material was
wholly oral. The teachers, however, frequently wrote out sec-
tions for their pupils to read. The pupils sat on the ground
or on benches around the teacher, and repeated their tasks a-
loud, and articulately, for »to speak aloud the sentence which
is being learned fixes it in the memory.' Since so much of the
work was a matter of memorization, numerous mnemonic devices
were introduced. Among these may be mentioned acrostics, the
arrangements, forward, backward, grouping by twos taken from
each end, numerical symbols vvere also used. But above all
stress was laid on repetition and teachers were recommended to
repeat with their pupils until they mastered a subject thorough-
ly. Wholesale reviews and revisions were frequent in order to
fixate the larger topics. At the same time it was not desired
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so much that the amount of information imparted should be so
great, as that a pupil should become the master of what he
knew, and if a pupil failed to comprehend, the charge was
laid to the teacher. But diligence and industry were ex-
pected from the pupils and he who said, »I have taken pains
and acquired nothing, ' v/as not to be believed. The pupil was
expected to ask questions, for, 'whoso is ashamed to question,
learns nothing,* and again, »one v;ho is bashful cannot be
learned. * Of classroom devices to stimulate the pupil there
was no lack emulation and rivalry being the chief of these*
On the whole, while teachers were expected to be stern, a
certain degree of respectful intimacy between them and their
pupils was recommended. Mutual instruction and the instruc-
tion of backward children by an older boy, usually the head of
his class, was a well recognized principle. In this way the
teacher was relieved where classes were large, and a new
stimulus was added, for 'as a small chip of wood sets fire to
a large one, so the younger pupils sharpen the older, or just
as steel whets steel, so is one scholar sharpened by the other
a principle which was rediscovered by the Jesuits. Further,
intercourse with the learned was enjoined, since, 'even the
ordinary conversation of the v/ise is instructive'. The con-
nection between knowledge and conduct was emphasized, and the
value of the impressions gained was measured by the expression
in behavior. 'Great is the study of law for it leads to ac-
tion, ' and again, ' Not theory but practice is the important
!1
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1 thing'. And if the value of knov/ledge lay in its use, not the
least service of the learned man was to teach others.
Such were the educational traditions established by the
Bible and the Talmud. Modifications were made but the spirit
remained unchanged up to the present day. "V/hile there is some
danger in attempting to read into the system what is not found
therein, there is as little justification for dismissing, as
some German writers have done, the educational theory of the
Talmud as entirely valueless, because it did not have any his-
torical invluence. The reason for this however, does not lie
with the system but in the fact that no trouble was ever taken
to learn from a people which was regarded with contempt .-x-"
B. DURING THE MIDDLE AGES .
1 . The Influence of Arabic and Christian Cultures
Few nations have responded so readily to external con-
ditions as have the Jews; so in cosmopolitan Spain of the early
j
Middle Ages their Intellectual interests were as broad as the
field of knowledge, and resulted in a profound influence on
European thought, in Italy they showed the same light-hearted-
ness, the same worldly aspect as their neighbors; while in Ger-
many, there is noticable that strong moral and religious atmos-
phere, mystical in tendency, which marked the Teutonic people.
In Arabic Spain the second great adjustment which the
Jewish curriculum had to undergo, after Hellenism came in con-
flict with Judaism, took place. For three centuries, (from the
sixth to the ninth) there had been intellectual stagnation
*Kand^ll, I, L.; Grossman, L.: "Jev/ish Education", P. 545,
Monroe; Encyclopedia of Education.
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\intil the admission of Arabic influences gave rise to a new
development, and a revived attention to the Talmud from a new
point of view. Philosophy was called in to the support of the
national religion. There arose in army of scholars, grammarians
astronomers, historians, philosphers, and poets, and with the
new studies came a renewed interest in the education of child-
ren, and the formation of educational theory to meet the re-
quirements .
The educational ideals of the time (from the tenth to
the thirteenth centuries) are indicated in letters, wills, and
monographs. The best illustration of these is the will of Je-
huda ibn Tibbon (1120-1190, a doctor, and translator of philo-
sophical and grammatical works. He had provided his son with
a well stacked library, with several editions of each book, and
had engaged a teacher for him in the secular subjects; the son
is advised to study Arabic and Hebrew, orthography, graimnar and
style, religion and medicine; he is to learn by teaching; to
take pride in his library end be ready to spread knowledge by
lending books willinglj^ (the last recommendation is repeated
frequently in other works of similar nature as an act of piety)
.
The highest point of Hebrew-Arabic culture was reached
in the time of Moses Malmonides (1135-1204,) who lived in
Cordova, where an academy had been founded during the tenth cen-
tury, and where Hebrevz-Arabic culture had flourished. Maimonidep
attempted to reconcile Platonic philosophy with the Hebrew re-
ligion in his book, the "Guide to the Perplexed", which with his
--
i
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code of the Talmud exercised a great influence on Hebrew study,
Vv'orks on methods of instruction, and programs of study are now
frequently met with, either original or based on Arabic sources.
During the twelfth century the curriculum in Spain
covered a wide r&nge of knowledge. It contained, "Bible, He-
brew Poetry, Talmud, the relation of philosphy and revelation,
the logic of Aristotle, the elements of Euclid, arithmetic,
the mathematical works of iHcoraachus, Theodosius, luenelaus,
Archimedes, and others; optics, astronomy, music, mechanics,
medicine, natural science, and finally metaphysics ... .In the
middle of the 13th century, Jehuda ben Samuel ibn Abbas in-
cludes in the schook, curriculum, reading, translation of the
Pentateuch, the historical books of the Old Testament, Hebrew
grammar, Talmud with Raschi and Tosafot, the study of moral
works such as Ibn Aknin's "Cure of the Soul", and Honein*s
"Ethics of Philosphers" The rabbi, the financier, the man
of letters, was also poet, philospher and often physician.
Joseph ibn Aknin in his "Will" lays dov/n an elaborate series of
qualifications for teachers, as well as the characteristics of
a good pupil, together with a curriculum of studies. This
curriculum includes, 'reading, writing, Bible, Mishnah, Hebrew
grammar, Talmud, philosphy of religion, logic, mathematics,
arithmetic, optics, astronomy, music, mechanics, nature study,
medicine and metaphysics . "-JHj-
No better description of the qualities of a iseacher can
be found than those given by Aknin....*He must have full know-
*Abf»ahams, I.; "Jewish Life in the Middle Ages". Pp. 365-
367.
•J«-*Gamoran, E.; "Changing Conceptions in Jewish Education".
P. 11.
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ledge of his subject and critical ability; and knowledge must
be the mainspring of conduct; he must treat his pupils as his
sons and through knofwledge lead them to right conduct; he must
teach step by step according to the ability of his pupils, and
teach them that learning is its own reward*.*
Italy which was influenced by Spain, as well as by the
Classical Renaissance, shows a similar breadth in the construc-
tion of its curriculum. The scholastic system, at Venice as
elsewhere, was more than perhaps anything else, character-
istically wide and comprehensive, a credit to '^ewish genius.
The wealthier men engaged tutors - sometimes men of very con-
siderable scholarship - to live in their houses and instruct
their children. The subjects taught included not only Hebrew
and Jewish lore, but also Italian, and, in some cases, Latin as
well. Music and dancing were generally included in their curric-
ulum. It was not uncommon for lessons to be given in versifica-
tion, both in Hebrew and in the vernacular. The great classics
of Italian literature - Dante, Petrach, and Aristo- were not
neglected, and they were fully as familiar in the Ghetto as out-
side ... .Enrollment was not indeed compulsory; but there was no
need for it to be, since the conceivability of withholding ed-
ucation from his children was absolutely alien to the Jev;, how-
ever, humble his circumstsnces . In a strikingly modern spirit,
the number of pupils in each class was cj^refully regulated.
Meals were given to the most needy. A society Sor » clothing
the naked* distributed clothing to the poorer pupils as well as
^Ubid; P. 12.
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to needy teachers, a special collection for this purpose being
made each year at the Hanukah feast. Not that the public ed-
ucational system was purely religious in character, though it
was regarded as a fundamental moral obligation; for even at the
public schools, the vernacular was taught as well as Jewish sub-
jects. In consequence, at a period when Illiteracy was gen-
erally rampant in the Ghetto it was exceptional, if not unlmown"
Although it is true that the study of the Talmud in-
volved many fields of knov;ledge, such as astronomy, natural
phenomena, biology, zoology, and medicine, the center of gra-
vity was in the Halakah or the legal discussion. The Jewish
curriculum in the Diaspora, therefore, became limited in scope;
whereas in Spain and Italy the curriculum was in direct con-
trast on a much broader scope. The child in the eastern count-
ries began the study of the Bible at the age of five, Mishnah
at the age of ten, Gemorah at the age of fifteen, and these
three subjects constituted the bulk of the Jewish curriculum
throughout the Middle Afees and up to modern times \mtll the days
of Mendelssohn.
The change in the political conditions in Spain, the
expulsion of the Arabs, and the persecutions under Christian
rule led to a decline in Jewish studies. In many places the
Rabbis forbade the study of philosphy about the same time as
the works of Aristotle were burned at Paris, ^^ysticism on one
side or nationalism on the other, v/ith a consequent contempt
for religious prescription took the place of the study of
*Roth, C; "History of Jews in Venice". Pp. 154-56.
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phllosophical foundations. As with scholasticism, so with He-
brew studies; ignorance began to cover its defects by dis-
putations, by quibbling, and by strawspli tting . However, it
did not succeed in making any radical changes in the Jewish
curriculum.
As a general rule children received their education froi
private tutors, although every community maintained one or two
public teahhers. The practice of receiving payment for teach-
ing became common in the twelfth century, as it was more and
more impossible to combine a trade with the professional work.
Although girls v/ere excluded from school, they learned the He-
brew language and prayers. Higher studies were pursued in the
academies or public schoolhouses of the r&bbis, which were
scattered all over Europe. The school houses and synagogues
often being in the same building, and, even to the present day,
the house of prayer is known in Germany as Schule, and in Italy
as Scuola. Many academies were maintained by wealthy men at
their own expense, as a matter of distinction, as it was also
to possess a library and be willing to lend books.
2. Jev/ish Education in Northern Europe.
The Jews were long settled in the north of France and
in the Rhine districts, their settlement having been encouraged
by Charlemagne, who himself employed Jewish doctors and am-
bassadors. For several centuries they were allowed to live un-
disturbed and maintained friendly relations with their neighbor!
The Crusaders, ecclesiastical decrees, and the Black Death
a
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tended to destroy these relations and the persecutions and
intolerance broke up their homes, and drove them to their
settlements. Removed as they were from the Arabic influences,
the northern Jews tended to remain largely in the traditional
groove of intellectual activity, - collecting, editing, and
commenting on the Bible, the Talmud, and other exegetical works.
The aim of the Hebrew study at the time was to relate
the Talmud to the changed conditions of life, and so new de-
cisions and ordinances were issued. While there is little on
educational theory at this time, practice hardly differed from
that among ^ev/s elsewhere* The child was entered at school or
v/ith a teacher at Pentacost, with a ceremony in the synagogue,
and the teacher at once gave him his first lesson in the alpha-
bet from a tablet smeared with honey to denote the sv/eetness of
learning; a cake inscribed with several Biblical verses, was
given to the young scholar; there were also several other sym-
bolical ceremonies. The curriculum differed but little from
the traditional Bible, I*iishnah, Talmud and Rashi, Vi/hen the
pupil had completed these studies, it was usual to wander arouna
to other teachers to learn the latest and most authoratative
decisions and supplements; and many communities established
houses of learning or academies (Ben Hamidrash) , and often pro-
vided board and lodging for wandering students.
It was in the north and especially Germany, that the
wandering spirit attained its greatest development among Jewish
as well as Gentile students. The former (the Talmud Bahur}
f!..
1
1
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was more fortunate than his brethren, for regular provision was
made either in the ^eshlbah, or academies, or in private houses
for their reception and entertainment. But they suffered much
privation and want in spite of this. The chief desire which in-
spired the wanderers was to hear some new explanation, some new
decision*
An interesting type of educational literature was pro-
duced by the northern rabbis which finds its analogy in the con-
temporary Books of Virtue, of Manners, and of Etiquette. But
the distinguishing mark of the Jev/ish v/orks is that they were
addressed to the masses, while the chivalric books were intended
for the gentry and noble, kt a time when the canons of chiv-
alry make almost no mention of learning, the "Conduct of Life"
contained in the will of Rabbi Elieser of Worms (C. 1050) ad-
dressed to his son, emphasizes the iraportnnce of knowledge and
piety; respect for learning, and reverence for the teacher;
intercourse with the wise; upright dealings witM his neighbors
of all religions, kindness to those in trouble and charity to
the poor; and does not omit to give practical hints on hygiene
and diet. Similarly Rabbi -Elieser of V/orms v/ho died in 1298,
urges piety and humility, observance and knowledge of the Law,
uprightness and love of neighbors, self denial and kindness to
the needy, constant study, and care for the education of the
children. The most complete book of this type is the "Book of
Pious", attributed to Rabbi Jehuda Chassid, a mystic of the
thirteenth century. Here are emphasized," neighborly love, up-
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right dealings, kindly treatment of inferiors and animals; true
piety and charity; education of children, boys by teachers,
girls by their parents; separation of good and bad children,
bright and weak pupils, readiness to lend books and manuscripts,
reverence for and care of sacred books. There were other books
written with the same trend of thought, repeating the emphasis
on the qualities already mentioned, and there are also additions
on table manners, and etiquette in daily intercourse. Works of
a similar character are found frequently throughout the 16th and
17th centuries, adequate testimony to the perennial interest of
education.
3. Influence of Ghetto Life on Jev/ish Education.
The enforced confinement of the Jews in ghettos through-
out the major part of the Middle Ages, especially during that
brighter period of the Renaissance almost up to the beginning
of the nineteenth century left profound effects upon not only
their bodies, but upon their minds. V/hen the rest of the world
had already outgrovm feudalism, the Jews were still living in a
social milieu whose patterns had been cut by the feudal order.
"While the Jews were on the one hand spared the effect of the
ecclesiastical morass of the Christian Church in the Middle
Ag'es, they built up an intolerant medieval theology of their
ov/n which governed conduct and restricted thought"
Shut off from all contact with the world at large the
Jew within the walls of the ghetto naturally did not respond to
the culture of the world. Learning, certainly, there always
W
^Kandell, I. L. and Grossman, L.; "Jewish Education".
^HtWirth, L.; "The Ghetto", P. 82.
1J 1
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was, and learning was held in the highest respect; but it was
the learning of the ancients, the Talmud and rabbinical dial-
ectics. These studies sharpened the mind, it is true, and
later, when the emancipation came, the Jev/ish intellect, ex-
ercised for centuries in the dialectical training school, read-
ily ipastered the difficulties of the various branches of learn-
ing in the universities. "But in the ghetto, notably in Ger-
many and the countries of Eastern Europe, this terrible sys-
tematic exclusion of the Jews from all contact with the outer
world contracted the mind and prevented all cultivation of
learning outside of Jewish studies" .-s^-
Through the synagogue, which as has already been indi-
cated, became the center not only of religious but of intellec-
tual life, the isolated communities were kept in intermittent
contact with each other, and a social movement that had its
origin in one was likely to be propagated by travellers, stu-
dents, and rabbis, who first of all, of course, sought the
synagogue v/henever they arrived in a new community. "Thus
Jewish life was not narrow, though its locale was limited"
The Jews continued to share in some extent the larger life abou'
them, often in a measure exceeding that of their Christian
neighbors
•
4. Jev/ish Education at the End of the Medieval Feriod.
In Prance the period of Jewish development came to a
close with the persecution which ushered in the thirteenth
century. A decline had already begun to set in as a result of
^Abreliams, I.; "Jewish Life in the Middle i--ges".
Pp. 310-11.
-JHtlbid P. 5.
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the dispute centering around Maimonides • philosphy and this was
completed when the Talmud was burned at Paris in 1242, and the
Jewish academies were closely watched. That some attempt was
made to stem the decline is indicated in a remarkable school
statute of the thirteenth century, of which three different
versions exist. S school organization is projected from top
to bottom. A »petty school* was to be established uneder a
superintendent of studies and teachers who v;ere to have only
ten pupils of selected ability under their charge. Books were
to be used instead of the oral method, and translation into the
vernacular was to be employed. Pupils should be encouraged to
hear each other every night for mutual improvement. Weekly,
monthly, and half yearly reviev/s were to be conducted by the
teachers. In the capitols or urban centers an academy or
'great school' was to be maintained at public expense, to which
the first born male children, v/ere to proceed at the age of
sixteen; the lecture system was to be employed here and tutors
were appointed to conduct 'quizzes*. The entire course in both
schools was to last fourteen years, beginning with the fifth or
sixth year. "V^Tiile there is no evidence of such a system in
practice in Frt>Jice, it is possible that it may have existed in
England, for there appears to have been a small provincial
school at Norwich and a »great school* in London. For this
reason an English origin is assumed for the code".-M-
The education of girls was not encouraged for 'educa-
tion leads woman to error.* She was to be educated for the
»Kandell, I. L.; Grossman, L.; "Jewish Education . "P. 546.
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home, and in any case the custom of esrly marriage precluded an
education beyond a knowledge of the faith and ritual necessary
for the home. Many women conducted businesses, while their hus-
bands travelled for study; many encouraged learning by loaji of
books, and by helping poor students with board and lodging; somel
however, did themselves attain considerate knov/ledg« of religious
traditions.
In Germany and Poland however, the medieval system be-
gan to be stereotyped, and when the sixteenth century is reached
the traditional Jev/ish educational institutions are firmly es-
tablished. The center of Jewish learning, however, tended to
move to Poland, where the German Jews gradually settled in large
niimbers. The institutions are (1) the Heder or Talmud Torali,
giving instruction up to the age of fourteen or even sixteen,
(2) the Yeshibah, or rabbinical academy. The Heder, literally
•room', was a private school in which the pupils paid tuition
fees. The teachers (Melammed), not always a competent scholar,
frequently taught in the one room of his house, in the midst of
his family, while he continues his bijsiness or occupation if he
had one. Sometimes he would have the aid of an assistant
(Behelfer) who brought the pupils to and from school and taught
the elements. Since the number of pupils was small and they
varied in age, class instruction was generally impossible, much
to the detriment of a consistent curriculum.
Among the defects of the Hedarim in the seventeenth
century are also mentioned the bitter competition between
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teachers, frequent changes of schools, dishonest practices to
retain pupils, inadequate accommodations and so on. An inter-
esting statute was passed by the community at Nikolsburg in
Moravia to remove these and other abuses (1676; revived 1726).
A board of education was also established at Frankfort in 1662»
The condition of the Heder remains unchanged to the present day,
although some attempt in everywhere being made to improve them.
The Talmud Torah was originally a communal school for
poor and orphan children, toward the beginning of the sixteenth
century. Talmud Torah societies are found in most of the Jewish
settlements in Northern Europe; elsev/here communal boards of ed-
ucation were elected. In both cases schools were maintained by
fees, by voluntary contributions, by a share of the contribution
to synagogues, by collections made at circumcisions, marriages
and funerals, and by chsrity. In Cracow Poland, the Talmud
Torah Society supervised both private and public schools, and
weekly inspections of instruction were made. But although more
vigorously supervised, the Talmud Torahs were not much superior
to the Hedarim,
The Curriculum in both types of school was the same*
Prom the age of tv/o or three children were taught a few prayers
and benedictions at home, and were introduced to the ceremonials
Entering school at the age of five, they were taught the alpha-
bet, benedictions, the daily prayers (Sedur), the Pentateuch
with translations into the vernacular, the rest of the Bible,
exgesis (Rashi and other commentaries), and Talmud. Reading
3
•
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and writing in the vernacular, Hebrew grammar and some arithme-
tic were also taught in some schools. But the main emphasis
was on religious instruction and practice. The study of sec-
ular subjects was rare. The Jews did not feel the necessity
for secular subjects of instr^action, since they were not free
to participate in the general life. In the enclosed life of
the ghetto there was little need of anything outside of dis-
tinctive Jewish learning. The method of instruction throughoiit
was oral and the traditional mnemonic devices and numerous re-
viev/s v/ere employed. If a boy proved intellectually dull at
the age of fourteen, he was put to a trade, apprenticeship fees
being paid by the communities or the societies for the poor.
Those who had the ability entered the Yeshibah, the public ac-
ademy under the charge of the rabbi.
Academies v/ere to be found in all large towns; in Spain,
and in the South of France they provided as was shown above, a
broad university edueation. In Germany and Poland all energy
was devoted to rabbinical studies, and all profane or vernac-
ular works were vigorously forbidden. The course of study con-
sisted of the numerous commentaries and exegetical writings on
the Scriptures, ^Ishnah, and Talmud. One part of the course
was given to private study of Gemorah, Rashi and Tossofot#
The students prepared questions on their readings which were
discussed by the rabbi at the next meeting. Another part of
the course was devoted to scholastic disputation to clarify
any difficulties or contradictions in the codes. This method
1
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of disputation (Pilpul) tended to become on end in itself, and
led to subtelties and quibbling, but it demanded a ready knov/-
ledge of the fundamental codes and commentaries. Learning was
greatly esteemed, and the learned man was given the place of
honor wherever he came. Boys of promise were eagerly sought in
matrimony and wealthy fathers willingly provided maintenance
for learned sons-in-law.
C. DURING THE MODERN PERIOD .
1. Germany
,
Austria , Poland . Russia . England . United States .
These forms of education have in part continued up to
the present time, more especially among the Russian and east
European '^ews. The emancipation of the Jews dates from the
time of i^oses Mendelssohn (1729-17860, who realized that their
further progress depended upon their restoration to the normal
conditions of social life. He was the expression of a new
intellectual movement which aimed at bringing the Jews in close
touch with general knowledge. As an exponent of both Jewish
knowledge and secular knowledge, Mendelssohn contributed great-
ly tov/ard the widening of the mental horizon of the Jev/. The
vernacular v/hich the secluded Jev/s spoke through centuries of
isolation must yield to the national language of their German
environment. In order to bring about this change, Mendelssohn
translated the Bible into German, knowing that the acquisition
of the language of their adopted country would be a right be-
ginning toward the reformation and that the Bible, always a
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household book among the ^ev/s, would be the most effective
means for the purpose. Never v;as a people so serious and so
passionate and so ideal in the pursuit of a education. Ten or
tv/enty years sufficed to make a remarkable change.
The dilettantes, who had preoccupied the schools and
whose want os understanding of both their obligation and their
opportunity had been a large measure the cause of the decadence,
disappeared and schools arose in several places, patterned after
the best models, such as the "Philanthropin" of Basedow in
Dessau. Among those to be mentioned the Samson 'sche Preischule
at Wolfenbuttel, the "Philanthropin" of Frankfort on Main, the
Free School in Seesen, the Jewish Free School in Berlin, and a
large number of congregational schools all over the land. Under
the influence of Mendelssohn, the Jewish Free School of Berlin
was organized (1778). This was the first Jewish school in
Germany in which French and German v/ere taught as well as He-
brew and to which Christian pupils were admitted. The presence
of Christian teachers in the school and the mingling of the Jew-
ish and Christian school population were facts quite imusual in
those days.
"Noteworthy schools of this period are the school of
Seesen, founded by the reformer, Israel Jakobson in 1801; the
school at Breslau established by Joel Loewe, a pupil of Moses
Mendelssohn in 1791; the Samson^sche Freischule at Wolfenbuttel,
and the Philanthropin at Frankfort on Main, which was establishe
In 1805".* Some of these schools are still in operation, thougl
d
*Kandell, I. L.; Grossman, L.; "Jewish Education" .P
. 551
.
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their methods of instruction, and their aims have been modi-
fied by the changed conditions and the modern conceptions of
pedagogy.
At the same time the Toleration Edicts of Joseph II of
Austria (1781) gave an impetus to the establishment of modern
German Jewish schools as well as to the attendance of Jews in
the public schools. It was the purpose of the 'Toleration* to
enable the Jews in the Austrian Empire to speak the prevailing
language and to enter into the trades. The results of this
liberal policy were not slow to appear. The Jewish educational
institutions were organized by Herz Homberg in 1818, who was
supported in his labors for the nplift of the Jews by the wise
and persistent policy of the government. The training of
teachers was provided for at the very beginning of the movement
for the reform of Jewish Education. The Pedagogical Seminary
at Cassel was established in 1809, and another in Berlin was
founded in 1840. There are also seminaries at Munster and
Hanover. The aim is to equip the teachers of the Jewish com-
miinal and congregational schools in a manner comporting with
the modern requirements.
The following is a siirnmary of the changes which re-
sulted in the curriculum of German Jewry.
1. The secular studies gradually encroached upon the time
of Jewish studies.
2. The study of the Talmud was greatly decreased and later
altogether eliminated.
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3. Bible was studied with the German translation or Mendels-
sohn and given more emphasis than previously, when, as we al-
ready know, Bible had been slighted for the soke of Talmud
which was the end-all of the curriculum.
4. Hebrew was studied as a separate subject apart from Bible,
and considerable stress was laid on grammar which had previous-
ly been neglected,
5. Religion was introduced as a special subject, and the
catechism was taught - something which is characteristically
un-Jewish,
6. Moral instruction was introduced as a separate subject
and taught by a method not hitherto employed in the Jev/ish
school. Verses of the Bible were memorized, moral lessons
•drawn* from stories and so on*
7. Jewish history, a new subject, was introduced but only
Biblical history was taught and the biographical method was
used.
8. General subjects were taught - German reading and writing,
French reading and writing, English (sometimes taught) for its
commercial value, Latin (in a few schools), arithmetic, penman-
ship, nature study, geography, universal history, drawing,
singing of secular and patriotic songs, bookeeping (as a lead-
ing to commercial vocations), manual training and horticulture.
The aim of these schools was to introduce the Jews to,
and develop within them a love for, German culture. Hov/ well
they succeeded in attaining this aim may be judged from the
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following statement:
"Less than half a century after the Jev/s had heen
scolded for not participating in the culture of the German
people and attempts had been begun to educate the Jewish youth,
Jewish activity in all fields of German cultural endeavor was
so great that bitter cries arose against the Judaizing of Ger-
man culture".*
The old Jewish school in Germany gradually disappeared
and by the end of the first half of the nineteenth century al-
most all Yeshibahs in Germany had disappeared. The new schools
took their place, or the Jews attended the general educational
institutions to which they were freely admitted as the years
went by. The Jewish school in Germany became a supplementary
religious school for the teaching of religion, Biblical history,
translation of the Hebrew text of the Bible, and sufficient
Hebrew to \inderstand the prayers. The emancipation hopes had
revolutionized Jewish educational conditions in that country.
Hopes of emancipation in Russia and the example of Ger-
man Hy.skalah led to the rise of a similar movement in Russia.
The Jev/s of Russia, downtrodden and oppressed, hoped that their
country, too, would follow the example of Germany and Austria
and that the only requirement for civil equality would be their
assimilation of general cultur®. However, they soon learned
from the sad experiences that followed that this v/as not the
case. No wonder, then, that Haskalah in Russia was not nearly
so revolutionary as in Germany. In Germany Haskalah led to
«Gamoran, E. ; "Changing Conceptions in Jewish Education":
P. 148.
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complete assimilation. In Russia Haskalah led to Jewish nation-
alism.
Russian Jewry had no great Russian culture to be at-
tracted to in the early days of German Haskalah. Hence it
followed German culture. This meant the study of German, which
could not possibly have the favorable results upon Jewry in
Russia that it had upon Jev/ry in Germany. Yet many Jews in
Russia began to read Schiller and study him in true Talmudic
fashion.
All these men who translated, v/rote, and in every pos-
sible way urged the study of secular subjects and the study of
Russian were the harbingers of the change that was to come upon
Russian Jewry and to culminate in the second and third quarters
of the nineteenth century.
Educationally this movement was reflected in the rise
of nev/ schools and in changes in the old. Instruction in
Russian, in vocational education, in citizenship, in agriculture
was urged. A curriculum advocated for a school system in Vilna
includes reading, prayers (translation and explanation), re-
ligious precepts, Pentateuch with commentary, writing. Prophets,
grammar, Mishnah, Russian arithmetic, German; for gifted child-
ren, a more intensive study of the Bible, Mishnah, and Talmud,
higher mathematics, geography, and history, and for the less
able, training foi3 vocations.
The changes that were introduced in the Jewish education
al institutions of Russia came not only on the initiative of the
1a
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supporters of the Haskalah movement but also as a result of the
stimulus of the government. The so-called Crown schools that
were organized by the government were the new institutions that
were intended to meet the needs of a Jewry looking to a changed
Russia. By a special imperial edict issued on Jtovember 13, 1844
arrangements were made for the establishment of the new schools.
The general aim of these schools nt^turally would be to
secularize Jev/ish education and to enable the child to come
nearer to the general environment. The government schools would
naturally be under the supervision of state inspectors, who to-
gether with the Learned Jews, would be responsible for the gen-
eral and the Jewish aspecCs of the curriculum pursued.
Coming, however, as these schools did, from a govern-
ment th&t was known to be cruel to the Jev/s, that had entered
upon a policy of compulsory conversion, that had expelled thou-
sands from various parts of ti.e country, and thyt taxed people
heavily and excluded them from human rights, it was natural for
the schools to be regardedwlth suspicion by the masses of Jewish
people. The unfavorable response to them will therefore be less
of a surprise to us, than the fact that in spite of the attitude
of Nicholas and his government toward the Jews, there were some
people who spoke enthusiastically in favor of them. Many a
progressive helped the government in its efforts and appeals
were made pointing out, even exaggerating, the good intentions
of the government in founding the Crov/n Schools. Nicholas was
declared by some of these to be a benefactor of Russian Jewry,
•f
i
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and many progressives desirous of general education hailed the
coming of the Crown Schools. "But under the circumstances it
could not be expected that the masses would overcome the mental
attitude that was created by the many examples of oppression
displayed by Nicholas, as a result the urging of the Maskilim
(Haskalah Movement Supporters) was of little avail".*
Beyond the establishment of about one hundred Crown
Schools and the two rabbinical seminaries at Vilna and Zhitomir,
the influence of the Haskalah penetrated Jewish education only
to a very small extent. Most of the Jewish schools remained
unaffected. The chief influence of the Haskalah on the educatidn
al institutions was therefore not in the numbers of children af-
fected, for the great majority of Jewish children attended the
strictly Jewish schools, but in the tendencies that it intro-
duced into Jewish life. Although not affecting the schools ver^-
much, it did affect the individual. The Haskalah intensified
the negative attitude to the government by making the Russian
Jew more conscious of sad reality and Jewish nationalism follow-
ed.
The history of the Jews in Poland and Russia and the
corresponding educational institutions that they developed show
the rel&tion between the environment and the curriculum. PolisHi
Jewish Autonomy, which kept the Jews separate from the rest of
the population in a distinct estate, made any other than the
intensive Jewish curriculum of Bible, Mishnah, and Talmud un-
necessary. Whatever Polish was needed was learned by com-
^Gamoren, E.; "Changing Conception of Jewish Education",
P. 157.
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merclal intercourse with the Poles. Russian Jev/ish life, which
kept the '^ews apart from the rest of the population by one
series of restrictions and oppressions after another, could not
but have similar results.
In England secular institutions were not established
vmtil the beginning of the nineteenth century. Talmud Torahs
and religious schools probably existed earlier. In 1811 the
Westminster Jev/ish Free School was established followed in
1817 by the Jewish Free School in Whitechapel, now one of the
largest elementary schools in the v/orld. In the provinces,
schools were not established until some years later; the Jew-
ish Free School at Manchester, and the Hebrew School in Liver-
pool were both established in 1842, In 1851 the Jewish Schools
were allowed to share in the national grant to education. The
subsequent history of the Jewish schools has been the same as
that of other denomination voluntary or non-provided schools.
Jewish secular schools have not been numerous in the
United States. Schools were early attached to the synagogues
and taught both religious and seculi^r subjects. Hebrew schools
were established in New ^ork in 1808 by the Congregation Sheraith
Israel. In Philadelphia a general Sunday school, not affiliated,
to any synagogue was established in 1838, followed in the same
year by one at Charleston, S. C, at Richmond, Virginia, in
1839; in New York in 1845, by the Congregation Emanuel Sosiety,
In 1846, a Hebrew Free School Association was established, in
which the dhildren were brought together irregardless of their
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synagogue affiliation and were taught by voluntary tetchers.
2, Present Day Problems in Jewish Education,
The problem of the purely Jewish education is becoming
more and more difficult and complex as the facilities for sec-
ular education increase. In Poland and other countries of east-
ern Europe many of the types of schools referred to above the
Heder, the Talmud Torah, the Yeshibah still play a significant
and important part in the lives of the people* Hov/ever, sec-
ular education has been gradually developing in these schools.
In Russia, the system of Jewish education has undergone a great
change since the inception of the Soviet government. "In Soviet
Russia, Jewish education is encouraged by the government as a
part of its policy with regard to linguistic minority groups".*
In Germany, the Jev/ish school has developed as a supplementary
school to the German secular school. Much thought is being
^iven to Jewish education in England and the Jewish Religious
Education Board which was established in 1894 has attempted to
establish high standards for the Jewish schools under its con-
trol in England.
The cultural development in Palestine during the past
decade is startling because of its very naturalness. A Hebraic
community has arisen, naturally speaking Hebrew, naturally pro-
ducing a nev; Hebrew literature (averaging a new book a day for
every day of the year), naturally combining the clessic and the
religious in life with the secular and the ultra-modern, and
naturally giving all of life, Jewish color and character.
^^Scheler, M. B.; "The Position of the Jews in Soviet Russia"
Current History, Feb. 1929.
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Today, Palestine is more unified, despite the attacks by the
/*Tabs; it is more rooted and determined, more balcnced, more
psychologically better prepared for both good and ill than it
v/as ten years ago. "Palestine is again becoming the central
sanctuary of the Jewish people, the new Beth Hamidrash, in
which are preserved and developed those things that are most
sacred to us; our literature, classic and modern, religious and
i
secular; our Hebrew language; our perenial festivals and cus-
toms; our ways of life".*
The preponderating majority of the pupils enrolled in
Palestinean schools (19,500 out of a school population of
29,000) is enrolled in the schools conducted by the Department
of Education of the Zionist Organization. The schools are con-
trolled by the Zionist Organization in three ways. Those whose
budget is covered entirely by the Zionist Organization are
called Class A institutions. Those which assume responsibility
for meeting the budget, but which receive some financial sup-
port from the Zionist Organization belong to Class B. Those
which are supervised by the Department of Education or the Zioii!*
ist Org&nization without receiving any subsidy whatever belong
to Class C. The educational system includes 225 institutions,
of which 150 are kindergardens, 95 elementary schools, 4 high
schools, 4 teacher-training institutions, and 7 specialized
and technical schools. The language of instruction in all
these schools is Hebrew.
*Dushkin, A. M.; "Palestine"; Jewish Education; June, 1930.
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The educational work of the Alliance Israelite Uni-
verselle is also of importance in eastern Europe, North Africa,
and Asia Minor. This organization was founded in 1860 in Paris
France, for the protection and improvement of Jev/s in general,
but they performed most of their work in the coimtries mentioned
above. The educational system of the Alliance Israelite Uni-
verselle is second in importance in Palestine. There are at
present 8 schools under the control of the Alliance which as a
total enrollment of 3,000 pupils. Through the influence of the
Zionist Organization these schools have introduced Hebrew as the
language of instruction for most of the subjects taught. About
1,500 children attend schools of other organizations and private
schools. These, too, use Hebfew as the language of instruction.
About six thousand study in schools conducted by Christian or-
ganizations. The rest of the children attend Hedarim or Yeshi-
bot, in which the language of instruction is Yiddish. Among
these must be included the schools of the Agudat Israel, in
which there are one thousand pupils. Notwithstanding the im-
portant steps which have been taken toward attaining autonomy
and unification for Hebrev/ education, these are not yet assured.
One thing stands out above all others to the visitor to
America who makes even a cursory study of Jewish Education. It
is not the fact that the Jews spend the large aim of nine mil-
lion dollars a year on elementary Jewish Education. Nor is it
the fact that close to a quarter of a million children, at a
given time, are taught in these schools. It is not the fact
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that there is such a variety of types of schools, emphasizing
different interpretations of Judaism. But, it is the fact that
practically every important Jewish community has come to look
upon Jev/ish i-ducation as a communal responsibility".* The pre-
vious idea that Jewish education was chiefly the private con-
cern of the individual parent or the province of a particular
congregation has given way in the lost decade to the policy that
the Jewish Education of its children is the concern and re-
sponsibility of the entire commimity.
Many factors have contributed to this radical change,
among others - the better organization of Jewish community life,
economic prosperity and the extraordinary increase in contri-
butions toward Jewish causes, the gradual adjustment of immi-
grant Jews to conditions of American life, the rebuilding of
Palestine, and above all the realization that the development
of a progrsjn of Jewish Education is basic to the survival of the
Jewish group.
In the last two years surveys have been made in a num-
ber of communities, either for the purpose of introducing a
communal program of Jewish Education or to provide the impetus
for further development where a centralized educational agency
had been functioning for a number of years. The major pro-
posals offered in these surveys are directed not at centralized
control, domination and prescription, but rather at co-ordi-
nation, stimulation, advice and counsel.
The function of the central agency is to recognize and
*Rosen, B.; "Recent Surveys of Jewish Education";
Jewish Education; June, 1930.
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aid, when necessary, every type of efficient and needed school-
even though these schools represent different convictions, div-
verse interpretations of Judaism and Jewish living, and are
largely the result of vmlike historical tradition. The dsnger
of bureaucratic domination is highly undesirable, even If feas-
ible. Enforced uniformity of curriculum, methods of teaching,
school organization, etc. are of far less importance than in-
sistence upon adequately trained teachers, decent physical
standards, utilization of a variety of tested techniques of
teaching and school organization. More important also is the
encouragement of new educational materials, new methods of teachj-
ing, both formal and informal, and the objective evaluation of
such proposals in terms of their results.
The Bureau of Jewish Education in the future will there-
fore change its complexion. It will no longer be en organization
headed by one man who is a professional educator and whose
duties are essentially administrative. It will develop large
departmental sections, each one of which will be headed by a
specialist in some phase of Jev/ish education. Under the leader-
ship of such specialists supervision will be given to communal
schools, to congregational weekday schools, and to Sunday schooljs.
Extension activities will be conducted in the community; adult
Jewish education will be stim.ulated; teschers will be trained;
curricula will be developed; groups of supervisors will visit
various schools and act as consultants and as critic teachers.
The bureau will be more like a university priding itself on the
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outstandlng leaders in education connected with it and enabling
it to lead the corarnunity. "The bureau of Jewish education of
the future will thus serve the needs of the entire community,
not merely administratively, but also spiritually",-*
What is the function of the National Council for Jewish
Education, which represents educators engaged in all phases of
Jewish education is not local or sectional in its interests?
It is not one party in Israel. It aims to find the common de-
nominator in orthodox, conservative, and reform Judaism. It
represents all phases of Jewry. It is interested in the whole
of Jewry. It is not comniitted to any one policy or any one pro-
gram. It consists of men who are devoting themselves profession
ally to Jewish education because they see in the solution of
this problem the only means of preserving Jewish life in America
This body, while fully conscious of congregational loyalties and
of the existence of many factions in Jewish life, must formulate
its policies in terms of the whole of Jewry and proceed steadily
and with courage in carrying them out. The problem of Jewish
education is a difficult one, and it requires a united Jewry to
solve the problem.
Thus, the American Jew has accepted both the scientific
method and the modern conceptions of Democracy for his educatioii
al endeavors in this country, because it was so essential that
he do so, if we would preserve his power of spiritual self-per-
petuation. He has given up nothing which fundamentally affects
his desire for traditional continuity. He is endeavoring to
*Gamoran, E,; "Tendencies in Jewish Education",
Jewish Education, October, 1929.
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continue the best in his educational traditions with the best
of modern American education, and the result, as it is develop-
ing in his weekday supplement -jry instruction, in all proba-
bility will be a distinct contribution to i^merican education.

CHAPTER III
THE BASES OF JE^.VISH EDUCATION IN AMERICA.
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A. THE JEW IK MERICA
1. Historical Background
There are over four million Jews In the United States
residing in every state and every territory of the Union. The
Jews are by no means the largest of the many elements of populaf
tlon in the United States, They are a large and important body
in itself but a small percentage of the entire people. Still,
this comprises the largest number of Jews living in any country
of the world and almost one-fourth of all the Jews on earth.
"The history of their coming extends from 1492, when Jewish
sailors accompanied Columbus on his voyage of discovery",* to
1932, when Jewish families are still making their way to this
land, from out of the lands of their birth. In this land the
Jews are making a struggle for adjustment to their American en-
vironment, an adjustment not only economic, but social and
psychic. The social orientation of the Jews is of importance
not only to themselves, but also to the country in which they
live. How much of their cultural and religious heritage, how
many of their folk ways, how much of their social organization
shall they preserve, in order to live complete lives in j^jnerica
How shall they educate their children so as to make them heirs
of their social heritage, and at the same time, insure the full
adjustment as American citizens? These questions are of sig-
nificance to the future of American education.
In order to comprehend the educational implications of
the Jev/lsh problem of adjustment, it is necessary to have a
knov/ledge of the new environment of the Jew as well as the
*Kayserling, M.; "Christopher Columbus and the Participatio
of the Jews in Spanish and Portuguese Discoveries".
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his topic antecedents of the Jews In this country. It is nec-
essary to knov; what the significant changes are that have taken
place in the life and thinking of the Jev/ in America.
American Jewish history is usually divided into three
periods: )1) the period of the Spanish-Portuguese Jews, 1654-
1848; (2) the period of the German Jews, 1848-1881; and (3)
the period of the Eastern European Jev/s from 1881 until the
present day. These three periods are designated after the Jew-
ish types dominant in each, according to the countries from
which they emigrated to America.
The Period of the Spanish-Portuguese Jev/s
The Spanish-Portuguese Jews are the descendants of the
Jewish refugees who were exiled from Spain in 1492, and came
to this country, either hy way of South America, whither the
Portuguese Inquisition had followed them, or from Holland and
England, where many of their ancestors had found shelter.
The first party of Jewish immigrants came to New Amster*'
dam on September 12, 1654, in the bark "Catorina", which broughl;
twenty-seven refugees from the religious persecution of the
Portuguese Inquisition in Brazil. In spite of the opposition
of Governor Peter Stuyvesant, »that the deceitful race be not
allowed further to infect and trouble this new colony, » they
were permitted to settle, on condition *the poor among them
shall not become burden to the company or to the community,
but shall be supported by their own nation*, and also that they
do not become 'thereby entitled to a license to exercise or
I<
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carry on their religion in synagogues or gatherings * For
these reasons their religious life as well as their educational
activities during the first seventy-five years, were carried on
quietly in the privacy of their homes.
The number of Spanish-Portuguese Jews was numerically
small. Their ranks were augmented from time to time by new ar-
rivals from England and Holland, but the source of supply in
Europe was very limited. Because of conversions to Christianity
inter-marriage and assimilation, this group is now a dwindling
minority of the Jewish population of this country.
The Spanish and Portuguese Jev/s are described as proud,
almost haughty, and conscious of the beautiful chapter which
they contributed to Jewish history-poets, philosphers, martyrs.
"The many sufferings which they had endured for the sake of thei
faith (at the hands of Spanish and Portuguese Inquisitions) had
made them more than usually self-conscious; they considered
themselves a superior class, the nobility of Jewry, and for a
long time their coreligionists, on whom they looked down, re-
garded them as such. This sense of dignity which the Sephardim
(Spanish Jev/s) possessed, manifested itself in their general
deportment. Even those among them v/hose station is life was
low, maintained the old Spanish »grandezza» in spite of their
poverty"
The most marked differences between them and other Jew-
ish irmnigrants were, and still are, in matters of ritual. They
use the so-called Sephardic (Spanish) ritual, whereas the other
f
r
•»Oppenheira, S.; "The Early History of the Jews in Nev/ York,"
1654-1664'; P. 8.
•JHtKayserling, M.; in Jewish Encyclopedia, "Sephardim".
vox. AX, r. Xc7 r »
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Jews follow either the German or the Polish forms of the Ash-
kenazic (Gerraan) ritual. Their pronunciation of Hebrav/ is
purer and more correct than the pronunciation prevalent among
the German-Polish Jews. /II their Jewish life centered about
the synagogue, not only their religious but also their education;-
al and philanthropic activities.
The ^eriod of the German Jews
The second wave of migration was that of the German
'^ews, which prrjctically began after the Napoleonic wars and in-
creaaed after the events of 1848, losing its strength in 1870.
This group, which is much larger numerically than the first con-
sisted of people who were not so sell-to-do as their oriental
brothers. Many of them began as poor pedlars or traders who
scattered all over this country, but by means of industry,
economy, and energy became prominent business men, financiers,
and professional men. The political liberation in Germany in
the days of 1848 prepared them for participation in the civic
and political life of their new country.
By nov; this group constitutes an important factor in
American ffewish life. On the whole, its members are economically
well-to-do, and they have been largely responsible for the orga-
nization of Jewish and charitable institutions. In fact, it
might be said that their contribution to American-Jewish life
is to be found in the ideal of philanthropy which they tried
to put into practice and the thoroughgoing *ay in which they
preceded to organize the institutions fulfilling the philan-
•1
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thropic needs of the Jews in this country. They brought with
them the movement for religious reform which had started in
Germany and thus introduced Reform Judaism in the United States,
^n connection with their temples they have organized the Jewish
Sunday School, which gives Jewish instruction to their children
once a week.
The Period of the Eastern European Jews .
By far the greatest migration of Jews to this country
is that which came from the countries of Eastern Europe, prin-
cipally from Russia, but also from the bordering countries of
Galicia and Roumania. They form now the largest element of
Jews in the country. In ^ew York City over 85 percent of the
Jewish population consists of those who have themselves come
from Eastern Europe, or are descended from those who lived there.
Between 1881 and 1910 there came to this country more
than a million and a half Jews, 93 percent of whom came from
the countries of Eastern Europe. The infamous Russian May Laws
of 1881, which restricted the life of the Jew in Russian so-
cially and economically, combined with the pogroms which follow-
ed to drive tens of thousands of Jews yearly to our shores.
More important even than the numerical strength of the
Eastern European Jev;s are their importance as a new force in
the development of Jewish life in America and the possibilities
that they offer for the enrichment of ;imerican life. This
group presents a wide variation of customs and outlooks. T^jere
are three groups however, v/hich may be divided, in accordance
Boston University
Scheol of Education
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with the emphasis they place upon certain aspects of Jewish life,
Thd first group is one in which religion is the point
of emphasis. This type consists of the orthodox, Yiddish-
speaking, first generation immigrants. This is the type fam-
iliar to visitors of the Nev/ York »slums*, as the 'long bearded,
ear-locked patriarch of the East Side*. His physical appearance
is most cases bespeaks the difficult life he has had to lead.
His frame is bent from persecution and poverty, and his eyes
are reminiscent of past wrongs. He is minutely observant of the
great mass of rabbinic tradition by which he regulates not only
his outv/ard quaint appearance, but also the austere morality of
his inner life. He is well versed in the literature of the Tal-
mud and the codes sometimes knowing hundreds of pages of Jewish
legal discussion by heart. The customs and the likes which he
has brought with him from 'home*, he preserves with as little
deviation as possible In the new environment. Their children,
or the second generation, speak English and rarely. If ever,
follow in the footsteps of their parents with tegard to ortho-
doxy in religion. The tendency for the second generation is to
live their Jev/ish life on the basis of momentum only, and not tc
worry greatly over the many problems which confront Jewish life
in -^erica. Religion, for them, deals with birth, marriage,
and death, but not very much with the life between these im-
portant events. They are not antegonistic to Jewish activity
or to Jev/ish education, but are rather indifferent to these
efforts, and will support them, if only appealed to properly.
Ii
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The educational institution which this group is tending to de-
velop isthe Talmud Torah, a week-day, communal supplementary
school.
At one with these in respect to their empkasis on the
importance of religion is the conservative group, which differs
from the former in that its members are ready to make con-
cessions to the environment. In doing so, they neither cling
to the extreme authoritarianism of some of the orthodox, nor
are they ready to go to the opposite extreme of some of the re-
form Jews. The conservative Jew tries more ne-^rly to regulate
his Jev/ish life by applying the conception of functlonalism,
discarding what cannot possibly function in the new environment
and maintaing the rest in the spirit of "Traditional Judaism".
Like the orthodox Jews, the conservative, too, tend to develop
week-day schools or Talmud Torahs closely related to their syna
gogues for the education of their children.
A second group that may be distinguished on the basis
of its outlook on Jewish life is the Zionist group. The Zion-
ist group is a product of two historic movements. The Haskalah
(enlightenment) movement in Russia during the middle of the
Last century, caused many Jev/ish students to leave the Talmud-
ical halls of learning and seek the wider culture of the west-
ern world. Instead of poring over the subtle reasoning of the
rabbis, young men began to devote theif energies to the cre-
ation of a new literature in Hebrew expressive of the facts of
the Jews in the modern world. With the Haskalah movement
11,
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another force combined in creating the nationalist Jew. This
force was Zionism, Modern Zionism originated in Russia as a
"Love of Palestine" movement, and spread throughout the world
under the leadership of Dr. Theodore Herzl, the founder of the
Zionist world organization. It is simply a modern formulation
of the age-long yearning of the Jew for Zion. As its name im-
plies, the fact of central import&nce in their attitude is the
Jewish people as a distinct nationality, with a racial basis,
a common history and literature, common ide^^ls, and a hope that
it will be reestablished in its ancient homeland. Economically
these belong to all groups, and from a religious point of view,
too, they will be found in all groups, but faith in Zionism as
an ideal for the regeneration of the Jewish people is their
outstanding characteristic. On the whole they represent an
intellectual group. Though they speak English or Yiddish at
home, they recognize the importance of Hebrew as the national
language of the Jev/ish people in a rebuilt Palestine. They
therefore wish to give emphasis to the study of Hebrew as a
living tongue in their Hebrew Schools, which are also week-day
schools. The emphasis in these schools is not en religion as
in the case of the Talmud Torahs and Congregational Sunday
Schools, but rather on Hebrew culture as the significant ele-
ment in the national expression of the Jewish people.
The third group may be called the radical group. This
group consists mostly of the first generation immigrants whose
language is Yiddish. Thpy form the large mass of Jewish factory
I1
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workers and laborers. These immigrants represent the reaction
to the restricted persecuted life of the czaristlc Russia, as
well as to the oppressive labor conditions which they found
when they first came to this country. Hence their political-
social-economic idealism and their desire for industrial democ-
racy. The Jewish problem appeals to them as a matter of 'Justic|e*
although they do include a minority of anti-Zionists. These
people are developing an intensive social life, through their
organization into unions, as well as literary and drsjnatic clubs
in which they carry an intensive educational activity. With
them Yiddish is not merely a language of speech but also a means
of raising the cultural state of the masses. The Yiddish press,
the Yiddish theatre, and the various publishing houses are to
them instruments for improving and developing Jewish culture.
Educationally they are developing the Volks-Schule , a v/eek-day
supplementary school in which the language of instruction is
Yiddish but in which Hebrew also finds itg place.
These are but three of the many groups that make up the
mass of Eastern European Jews. Yet in spite of this evident
variation in type, all of them have in common several character-
istics, which are of significance to Jewish education. In the
first place, they all speak a distinct common language, Yiddish
or Judeo-German. This is a German dialect of the fifteenth cen-
tury, written in Hebrew script, and containing many Hebrew
words and phrases, as well as many expressions taken from the
language of the land in which it is spoken*
1I
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Another common characteristic of the Eastern European
Jev/s has already been alluded to. It is their high degree of
intellectualism. V/hether these intellectual qualities find ex-
pression in Talmudic lore, modern Hebrew literature or radical
philosphy, the eegsr desire for knov/ledge is common to all.
They lay stress on the literary elements of their cultural heri-
tage. The "Yodea Sefer" (knov/er of books) is still an essential
element in their educational edeal. This ideal accords fully
with the historic appellation of Israel as »the People of the
Book »
.
Another common social trait of the Eastern European
*^ews is their tendency to remove many forms of their socialized
life from the domains of the synagogue. Even among the most
orthodox, the tendency is to make charity and education more
communal and less and less congregational . They are encouraging;
lay instruction and supervision not only for the education of
their poor children, philanthropic education, but also for the
normal religious education for all their children. This holds
true in almost all of their educational institutions. The Tal-
mud Torah in the sense of a supplementary week-day shcool; the
Heder, or private school; the Yeshibah as an elementary paroch-
ial school; the Yeshibah as a secondary Talmudical school; the
National Hebrev; schools; the National Radical schools; all of
these educational institutions are controlled and managed by
special educational societies, outside of the jurisdiction of
any particular congregation.
1
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It should be understood of course that the above classi-
fications of the groups are not mutually exclusive. An orthodox
Jew may be a strong Zionist and a radical in economics, ^ re-
form Jew may be a Zionist. A conservative Jew may be a radical
in economics and usually will be a Zionist. But taken as a wholp
it may be said that the Jews may be divided into the above
classes, and that each group is trying to develop an education-
al institution that will meet its particular needs.
2. The New Environment - Political Status .
It is clear from the above analysis that the great maj-
ority of Jews are of Eastern European origin, and therefore the
influence of the American environment upon them will be best
appreciated by a contrast with that of Eastern Europe*
Anyone who is acquainted with both Jewish life in East-
ern Europe and the conditions of Jewish life in this country
will recognize that transplantation of a human being from East-
ern Europe to America represents not merely a physical change
but a complete mental revolution in the individual.
For centuries the Jew's political status in Eastern Eu-
rope was a deplorable one. To the evils of autocracy, v/hich all
of the inhabitants of those countries shared, were added special
disabilities for the Jews as Jews* In direct contrast with ex-
clusion from all participation in the political life, the Jew
who comes to this country is not only given the opportunity,
but is constantly urged and aided, to become a citizen of Amer-
ica. Democracy in government dem;3nds not only that all be giver
•P
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the privilege of participating in the organization and directioii
of the political life but that they also be given the opportunity
of an education that will make such participation effective.
The famous dictum in the Declaration of Independence
that "all men are created equal" may be untrue with regsrd to
nature, which endows men with different inherited capacities
and accordingly brings about some very grave inequalities, but
it is significant as an expression of intent on the part of the
foimders of this country that in political and social life, whi(^h
man can control, there be relative equality. There are to be
no distinctions due to race, color, or creed in the political
life. All are to be entitled to protection of person and prop-
erty, to equality before the law in legal disputes, and above
all to freedom from legal restrictions.
By this time such statements so\ind trite to our ears.
But one can see how tremendously full of significance such pro-
visions would be to a people who had been subjected for hundred^
of years to all kinds of restriction snd oppression. One need
only recall the pogroms of 1907 to see what a change took place
for the immigrant Jew from Russia and Poland, in respect to his
political status, when he came to America. Arriving in a new
country, the keynote of which is "Liberty", one to which he had
been looking with longing eyes, probably for years before he
had been able to emigrate, meant a fundamental change in his
life.
--
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Economlc Conditions
In dirt^ct contrast with special economic restrictions
imposed upon him in Eastern Europe, the Jew in this country is
relatively free to engage in whatever economic pursuits he
wishes. As an individual he may indeed be restricted. At times
Anti-Semitism may raise its head to prevent a Jev/ from entering
certain occupations because he is a Jew. But as far as the
government is concerned, certainly there are and can be no
special economic regulations for any particular group. Advance-
ment in business and professional work depends as a rule, upon
merit of opportunity, not creed.
But while this is one of the favorable results of his
change of country, it is also true that the Jew from Eastern
Europe is suddenly thrown, usually for the first time into a
highly industrialized system in which materialism and keen com-
petition are the order of the day. "The power of wealth in
this country which at times influences legislation and elects
legislators" and which is too often the criterion by which
» success* is measured, results in a mad chase for the dollar in
the course of which important values may be lost and human be-
ings dehumanized. "The United States now includes more men of
enormous wealth than the whole of Europe" .•JJ""- The result is
only too often the worship of wealth and the trampling of the
ideal life under foot.
"Economic conditions favors a free interaction between
the Jew and non-Jew, and where the former are in a minority the
*Bryce, J.; "Modern Democracies", V. 2, P. 155.
**Ibid, P. 25.
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process of assimilation will b© hastened".* Where persecution
does not help to Intensify the group consciousness of a minority,
assimilation proceeds rapidly, especially if the majority is not
in a low state of culture. In the course of this process, part-
ly a result of the economic life, some significant Jewish val-
ues . cherished by the Jews in Eastern Europe are completley lost,
A strongly competitive society which fosters selfishness in-
stead of service may only too effectivally stamp out some of
the idealism which Jewish life and literature try to implant.
Educational Conditions
In a democratic society universal education is neces-
sary, not only because the obligation of citizenship in such a
society assumes intelligence and knov/ledge on the part of the
citizen, but also because the multiplicity of stimuli to which
an individual must respond and from which he must make his sel-
ection necessitate universal education. For that reason United
States spends vast sums on education and offers unusual oppor-
tunities to all. Not only elementary and secondary education,
but in many cases higher education is readily accesible. "The
number of men who are graduated from the institutions of higher
learning in America is far larger in proportion than in any
part of Continental Europe".**
It should be remembered that the Jew had been subjected
to severe educational restrictions in Russia, restrictions which
not only made it practically impossible for him to receive a
secular education in the Russian schools but also prevented him
•51-Ruppin, A.: "The Jews of Today", P. 21.
**Bryce, J.,* V, 2, P. 116.
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from engaging in secular atudies in the Jewish Heder. The ex-
clusion of secular subjects from the curriculum of the Heder
tended to intensify his Jev/ish consciousness, as it helped to
present interaction between the Russian Jew and the rest of the
world.
The intense desire for education, which in Russia and
^'oland displayed itself in great esteem for the learned and in
the great spread of Jev/ish scholarship, as well as in untold
sacrifices on the part of those who defied the environment and
stealthily engaged in secular studies, causes the Jev/ to avail
himself freely of the splendid educational opportunities in
this country. This Jewish love of learning is evidenced by the
large numbers of Jews seeking admission to our colleges and uni-
versities. "In fact so great has their niimber been that some
of these institutions have in truly fiussian Fashion begun to
introduce percentage norms for the admission of Jewish students'].
I
Yet this access to educational facilities has not proved,
an unmixed blessing. According to one Jewish authority, the
jump from ghetto life to the American environment is equivalent
to a jump from the 14th to the 20th century. This tends to
produce two evils. In the first place, it may result in neg-
lect of whfjt is of relatively permanent value in the old cul-
ture, and as a consequence often cause serious tragedies in the
life of the Jewish home where the young jump the gap, while the
parents remain where they had been in Eastern Europe. Secondly^
a gap of six centuries is one which very few people can jump
-JJ-Bamoran, E#; "Changing Conceptions in Jewish Education",
P. 12.
1
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succ^ssfully, and the euddeness of the trc-nsition may result
in maladjustments of the worst kind. The young learn quickly
to negate the old values, and only too often nothing new but a
superficial veneer of modernism v/hich they call "Americanism",
The /jneri can educator cannot but look with a great concern at
such tragedies. He is in duty bound to join hands with the
Jewish educator in attempting to solve this problem, through the
development of some process of adjustment that will make the
transition more gradual and will enable the immigrant to cherisl:
his real values and to contribute them to American life, while
he adopts the best of the Ideals of /merica.
Social Life
.
A democratic society demands a process of sharing, a
give-and-take relationship among its members. This is to a
great extent true of any society where hetrogeneous groups,
differing in race, religion, and cultural possessions, live to-
gether and where relative equality, is an ideal which the people
strive to obtain. Therefore, in this country there is inter-
action going on between Jew and non-Jew in economic, political
and cultural social life. This process may not be sufficiently
intimate to satisfy those who would like to see America be-
come one great imiformity, where individuals and groups would
be lost in the "Great American", but it is sufficiently power-
ful to break barriers that separated Jews from non-Jews from
days iramenmorial and at times to break bonds that, in the judge*-
ment of many, ought to remain unbroken. The faith in equality
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as an ideal and the tendency to universalize values and to
think of them not as possessions of small groups but as world
possessions, are all largely responsible for such interaction.
Where people were locally segragated from the rest of
the population, economically restricted to very few occupations,,
and culturally limited by the exclusion of secular instruction
from the Jewish school, there could be little or no interaction^
The outlook on life of Jew and non-Jew was too different. But
here, where economically all groups follow similar pursuits, or
are free to do so, where they lead a very similar social life,
and where they are influenced by the same institutions, such
as the press, the theatre, and the public school, there are
bound to be a great many shared activities.
Factors such as these tend to bring people together and
break dov/n characteristic ways of life which in the past served
to distinquish Jews from non-Jews and functioned as an important
means of group survival. When one compares the many influences
that operated to make Jewish the environment of the child in
Eastern Europe and the absences of these influences in this
country, one is overwhelmed at the difficult task that the
Jewish educational institutions have to perform.
The Influence of Modernism
'jVhile a change in the local environment, a new lang-
uage, new manners, and the adoption of a new culture may of
themselves account for the breakdown of important religious and
national bonds, the breaking of family ties and the cessation
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of communal control help In this process. There is, however,
another significant factor of which one must take account.
This is the influence of modernism. The transpiration of the
Jew from the Eastern European ghetto to this country means for
some people a change in outlook on life from medievalism to
modernism. It is a fundamental change, a revolutionary change
for the Jewish mind.
"Belief, faith, the power of tradition, acceptance of
the literal meaning of the Bible, adherence to Talmudic law,
all broke down before the advent of a scientific outlook on
life. The experimental method of inquiry in science, the con-
ception of evolution in life and the world, and the implication
of all these for religious beliefs as a part of the spirit of
the Modern Age".*
At the syme time, invention and the increase of improve*
ment in facilities of transportation have brought humanity
closer together and have, relatively speaking, eliminated space
and time. Human beings thousands of miles apart feel much
nearer to each other than ever before, due to improved facili-
ties for travel and communication. This wiping out of space
and resultant feeling of the nearness of people to one another
has developed v/hat might be called a tendency to universalizatic
This tendency emphasizes the similarities of men Instead of
their differences and is descriptive of particularism. Vi/hen a
sufficiently large number of the members of a group are living
a distinct life on their own soil, the process of disintegratioi
)n.
1
[
•JtGamoran, E.; P. 16.
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may go on outside of the national homeland on the part of some
of the members, v/ithout destroying group unity. But when the
nation is scattered and its members everywhere a minority, to
disrupt their particularism is to endanger their spiritual as
well as at times, their physical existence.
Summary of Influence of the New Environment »
"In Eastern Europe social and economic isolation and
political persecution combined to keep the Jews separated from
the rest of the population. The old and strong trsdition ag-
ainst intermarriage was in full operation. And to intensify
the survival value of these two factors was the third - a serieji
of laws which regulated the daily life of the Jews and served
as a land of unity for the entire people All of these com-
bined with unquestioned faith in the religion of old and its
chief sources the Bible and the Talmud, were strongly centri-
petal in Jev/ish life.
The political, freedom and economic and social inter-
action in this country are therefore in marked contrast to life
in Eastern Europe. The effect of a democratic outlook upon
life, reinforced by modernism, has brought two results. In the
first place the theoretical foundations of Judaism have come to
be questioned. The new outlook on life that came into being
with the spread of Darv/inism has largely broken down the faith
in the traditional conception of cre^^tion and with it the lit-
ersl authority of the Bible.
Along with the breakdown of theoretical conceptions camo
*Priedlander, I.; "Jews in Russia and Poland", P. 156.
f
the disregard for ceremonial practice. "The influence of the
religious life at hone and in the synagogue in Eastern Europe
were in themselves sufficient to give the child a Jewish ed-
ucation without the formal and very intensive education of the
iieder. The community life and the control that the opinion of
the community exercised were also thoroughly Jewish in their
influence" .*
In this country the Jewish home broke down because the
children are often bread-winners. This fact combined with the
comparative rapidity with which the yoiing learn English while
their parents do not, results in the development of Independence
and self sufficiency on the part of the children and in a break-
down of parental authority.
Parents and children are estranged from each other and
the children learn in time to look down with contempt at the
Yiddish which they nickname the * jargon' of their parents, they
transfer some of this contempt to the religion of their fathers
as well*
In the past the synagogue, which had enriched Jewish
life, whichhad functioned as a house of prayer and study, and
which had served all kinds of communal undertakings, had been a
center of Jewish spiritual life. The thought that spiritual
life required group life made the affiliation of all Jews with-
in the synagogue imperative. "In this country the synagogue has
broken down. Out of the 900,000 adult Jews of New York City
who ought to attend the synagogue on the high holy days when
->Kandell, I. L.; Grossman, L.; "Jewish Education". P. 552.
Monroe, "Encyclopedia of Education".
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almost all are expected, only 415,000 are to be found there, even
if we include the many provisional synagogues that are set up
for the three days of Rosh Hashanoh and Yom Kippur" The dis-
tribution of this attendance by city districts clearly show
that where the factors of frequent intercourse ifith non-Jews,
improved economic conditions sjid in general the environment
described above are working in full force there is greater dis-
integration of Jewish life, V/hile in Eastern Europe the whole
of the Jew*s life was Jewish, in this country, his Judaism
occupies only a supplementary and at times a very small part of
his life. As some one has phrased it, 'we now have *week-end'
Jews and 'year-end » Jews
No exact statistics are available on the observance of
the dietary laws in this country. But it is well know that the
laws which in the past served as important forces for maintain-
ing Jewish unity are disregarded in thousands of Jewish homes
in America,
The observance of the Sabbath and holidays, too, is wea
due to the changed economic conditions. Jewish community life
is lacking in our non-Jewish environment so whatever of Jewish
religious practice remains is but a shadow of what it was in
Eastern-Europe, ^n the new environment some of this Jewish re-
ligious practice appears so secular and week-day that the beauty
of Jewish religions and communal life is lost.
The process of disintegration reaches its climax in
intermarriage. A study of 100,000 cases of intermarriage in
*Kaplan, M. M.; "On affiliation with the S^agogue",
(Jewish Communal Register) 1917-1918.
-JHfrFrank, K, ; "The Diiemna of the American Jew",
Bookman, Feb, 1928.
r
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New York city shows amongst other facts that intermarriage in-
creases in unusually large proportion as Jews stay longer in
this country. "While the ratio of intermarriage of Jews in the
first generation is only .64 of 1% it becomes 4.51^ for the
second generation, an increase of over 700^.*" In other words,
the strong traditions against intermarriage begins to break
down as the length of stay of the Jews in s free country in-
creases •
'^Vhatever Jewish consciousness is to be maintained in
this country cannot be the result of negative forces, but must
be prompted by a knowledge of the value of maintaining Jewish
life. In a democratic society the presence of a minority hold-
ing to its traditions in spite of many disintegrating forces
must bring about a selective process, in the course of which
only those values of the group are maintained which are of
great significance .and therefore relatively permanent.
3. Differences of Social Attitudes Among Jews
.
No single analysis, briefly made and can describe the
complexity of Jewish social life, in all its details. As in
every heterogeneous social group, there is no class distinction
between one class of Jews and other; they tend to merge into
one another gradually. Any classification, by its very nature,
must be an analysis of types, or perhaps of extremes, and not
of distinct, naturally-exclusive groups. This analysis is made,
then, merely for the sake of clearer comprehension of the sit-
uation, and not as an actual description of it. Moreover, the
*Drachsler, J.; "Democracy and Assimilation"., P. 133.
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great majority of Jews, like other hmnan beings, do not have
the highly conscious motives in their living or thinking which
the analyst sometimes imputes to them. "The masses ususlly
drift, and their lives are shaped largely through imitation or
necessity. In the majority of cases, the American Jew does not
hold to sharply distinct attitudes. His views are Eclectic
and partake of the characteristics of several clj^sses"
The fundamental differences among the Jews of this count-
ry arise from the degree and manner of their affiliation with
the Jewish group. The affiliation expresses itself in various
forms. It finds embodiment in the preservation of peculiar
customs and festivals; in the organization of synagogues and
schools; in the aipport of special Jewish philanthropies; in
the formation of special Jewish societies (such as lodges, clubs,
mutual benefit societies); in the organization of special repre-
sentative Jewish bodies; in marriage between Jews only; in the
tendency to live together within certain neighborhoods; in the
study and use of special language (Hebrev/ and Yiddish) ; in a
common interest in Palestine and other Jewries of the world; in
a Jewish press, theatre and music, and other forms of social
living. Underlying all these activities, and at the basis of
whatever motives may be actuating those who are doing it, is-
the feeling that there is a close kinship and greater common
responsibility between jews, than between Jews and non-Jews.
"^Nhlle American Jews participate fully and freely in the genera],
social life of AJnerica, the great majority of them also join in
*Dushltin, A. M.; "Jewish Education in New York City", P. 2,
i1
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special forms of social living, which bring them into closer
contact with other Jews",-«-
The great majority of Jews make no distinction between
religion and nationality. The group which looks upon the Jews
as a religious, body, greatly overlaps those who maintain that
the Jews are a nation. The nationalists tend to stress what
are commonly called the cultural elements of Jewish life, lang-
uage, literature, historic consciousness, and common group life
outside of the synagogue. The extreme nationalists would con-
sider the Jews as a secular ethnic body, similar in every way
to any other of the existing nationalities.
It must be emphasized that the demarcation betv/een the
religious and national attitudes is no more distinct, and no
more real than the geographic line of the equator, or the zone
lines.
Analysis of Religious Groups
If now we analyze the group v/hich makes to preserve the
Jews as a religious body, we shall find differences not only as
to how much of the religious life they want to preserve, but al-
so as to the best methods for such preservation. There are
really at present only three parties in religious Jewry; the
orthodox and reform and conservative. There is a large class
of Jews, hov/ever, who are neither orthodox, reform nor con-
servative, and who represent Social attitude rather than any
definite party.
The characteristic attitude of the "orthodox" is the
-"-Dushkin, A. M.; P. 3.
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wish to preserve unaltered those religious institutions and
customs which have been codified into Jewish lav/, particularly
into the code of Rabbinic laws known as the "Shulchan Aruch"
("The Table Set"). This legal code detls with every aspect of
life in great detail. Its purpose is to bring to the ordinary
Jev/, in an available form, the vast rabbinic legal tradition,
which regulates every phase of human life. It is the nature of
an encyclopedic manual of several volumes.
The Reform Jev/s are opposed to the attitude. They are
the adherents of the movement beginning in Germany with Moses
Mendelssohn, in the latter part of the eighteenth century.
"The Reform movement abrogated practically all of the laws whic'
arose and were codified after the Talmud, as well as many of th
Talmudic regulations, and even some of the biblical injunctions
tateuch, the guides and authorities for their Jewish social lif
Their aim was to interpret the values of Judaism for the mod-
ern environment in v/hich the Jews lived, following upon their
emancipation in the countries of Western Europe. Their more
concrete reforms were in msiking the Jewish synagogue ritual
more simple and more aesthetic More fundamental was the chang
in the form of the Messianic ideal of the Jews. This ancient
ideal conceived the Messianic age as emanating from Zion under
the leadership of an ideal king or leader, the Messiah. The
Reform movement changed this conception into that of the Jews
as a Priest-People, scattered throughout the world, and serving
1
3
t „
*Phillipson, D.; "The Reform Movement of Judaism".
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mankind wherever they may be, so as *to hasten the milleniiim*.
The 'conservative* attitude is still in the process of
formulation. In its essence it seems to be a determination to
preserve the Historic continuity of the Jev/ish people by per-
mitting such changes in religious customs and intitutions or
appear to be necessary for preserving this continuity. "It em-
phasizes the more permanent and more universal In Jewish law
and custom, and tends to neglect intentionally the local and
the temporary. It is a 'functional' conception of Judaism. It
claims that Jewish spirituality has meaning only with reference
to Jev/ish group life".* As distinguished from the orthodox,
who place the codified 'law' at the center of Jewish life, and
from the reform Jews who emphasize Jewish 'ideas of Ibife as the
guide of their religious thinking, the conservative attitude
seems to look to the Jev/ish 'people' as the perpetual source of
its religious life, and would therefore consider the welfare,
continuity and development of the Jewish group as an essential
In Its 'religious' outlook*
From this desfirlption of differentiation in religious ac-
tivities, it will be seen that here too It is impossible to
draw any sharp lines of separation. In most cases the distinc-
tions would not be extreme difference of attitude, but rather
different emphasis upon the particular elements involved.
Besides the large classes of Jews of who represent var-
ious religious attitudes there are the Jews who represent dif-
ferent social attitudes. The nationalists are divided into
*Minsky, L.; "Awakening of Judaism"; Commonweal, Dec. 31,
1930.
J1
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three groups, centering around the problem of how and v/here the
Jewish nation can be preserved. There are those v/ho believe
that Jev/ish national life can be continued only in Pales tine •
The rest of the world, the diaspora is only the temporary abode
of the Jews. This attitude might be called »indigeneous nation-
alism*, confining the future of Jev/ish national life to the soil
of Palestine alone.
Very different from this attitude is that of the »de-
centralized or diaspora nationalists*. They maintain that
Palestine is not needed for the preservation of Jewish national
life, but that the Jews in every land in which they live in stif-
ficiently large numbers, can maintain their national institutions;
their language, literature and their customs. They would not
deny that Palestine too might become the place where Jev/s should,
live and develop their national life, but they negate the idea
that Palestine is essential for the Jewish future. The clearest
exponents of this attitude in this country, are the so-called
Yiddishist Radicals, who believe in the maintenance of Yiddish-
speaking groups throughout the world, 7/here the Jews reside in
sufficient numbers. This attitude has little chance for growth
in this country.
Between these two attitudes, and including elements of
both, is a great body of nationalists who claim that Jewish
life is possible everyi-vhere
,
throughout the world, but only if
Palestine becomes the national center of the Jewish people.
They agree that complete national development including the
i
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legal, political and economic phases of life is possible only
in Palestine. They maintnin, however, that some of the cul-
tural and spiritual phases of Jewish life can be continued where-^
ever they live. They regard Palestine as a center for the de-
veloping cultural and religious Jewish life. The Jews who live
in the various lands outside of Palestine, are to pay political
allegiance not to Palestine, but to the countries in which they
reside. They are to consider themselves integral members of the
respective nations of the world. They shall participate in the
cultural and social life as well as in the economic and civic
activities of the particular territorial nation or state to
which they belong. But they are also to pay "cultural and
spiritual" fealty to the land of their Jewish past. Their claim
is that in the domain of the spirit, in cultural life, more than
one allegiance is possible, even, desirable, cultures which do
not antagonize one another, may actually supplement and enrich
one another. "The Jew will be a richer personality, of more
worth to himself and to America, if besides his complete patriot-
ism for America he also entertains a supplementary loyalty, a
spiritual allegiance, to a Jewish center in Palestine" This
is the » centralized national' attitude of Jev/ish life.
Variety of Educational Systems Based Upon These Differences .
This analysis indicated hov/ complex and heterogeneous
are the Jewish social attitudes in this country. It is natural
that these differences in social outlook should give rise to a
variety of educational institutions among the Jews,
I
^tDushkin,A. M. "Jev/ish Education in New York City", P. 11.
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The Heder and the Yeshlbah
Of the religious group, the 'orthodox' resort naturally
to the older forms of education, which they used throughout the
centuries, especially in countfies of ii^astern Europe. There
are three types of education which are particularly character-
istic of the orthodox: (1) the Heder literally (room) or the
private Hebrew school: (2) private Hebrev/ tuition by the Mel-
ammed (teacher), at the home of the child; and (3) the Yeshibah
literally (session or sitting), the Jewish Parochial school.
The two differentiating characteristics of the Yeshibah are:
(a) the emphasis laid upon the Talmud as the center of the Jew-
ish curriculuira; and (b) the teaching of secular studies. The
influence, however, of the Jewish parochial school is very small,
as I will point out later.
The Sunday School
The reform Jews have laid particular emphasis upon the
Sunday School. The children are taught in the vestry rooms of
the synagogue on Sunday mornings (rarely, ^Iso, on one or two
week-day afternoons). The course of study of the typical Jew-
ish Sunday School extends over four or five years, 34 weeks
during each year, and two and half hours each week. Sessions
are held on Sunday mornings from 9 or 9.30 to 12 o'clock. The
total time of Instruction during the Sunday School course of
five years is 420 hours.
The largest proportion of time (almost one-half) is
devoted to Jev/ish History; almost one-third of the total time
1I
-
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is given over to teaching the rudiments of Hebrew; and the rest
of the time of instruction is given to Religion and Ethics.
In most of the larger Sunday Schools an Assembly, or
Childeen's Service, is held either before or after the class-
room instruction. The Assembly lasts from fifteen minutes to
half an hour, and usually includes the singing of hymns, reci-
tations of biblical "memory gems "and a "sermonette" by the
rabbi.
Some congregations have realized the futility of trying
to teach Hebrew on Sunday mornings only, and have changed to
weekday schools, with instruction two or three afternoons dur-
ing the week. In many congregations, however, it is not
possible to make this desirable change. The parents are sat-
isfied with a minimum of Jewish instruction, and the limits of
that minimum are set by what can be accomplished on Sunday
mornings
•
In most congregations the rabbi acts as the superin-
tendent, who supervises the Hebrev/ te-ichers employed. The
teachers in most crises are graduates of Hebrew teacher training
institutions. The tuition fees are paid by the parents.
As long as the Sunday School curriculum is confined to
Sunday mornings only, it must necessarily be a 'minimum' curri-
culum. It cannot form the basis of a Jewish educational system
in this country. However, the Sunday Schools can serve a use-
ful purpose in exerting some educational influence over the
children of those parents whose Jewish educational desires are
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limited to Sunday mornings.
The Talmud Torah
The educational Institution with which the followers of
the 'conservative' attitude have been identifying themselves is
the Talmud Torah literally (Study of the Law), or the supplemen-f
tary weekday school. To these schools they send their children
in the afternoons, after public school hours, and on Saturdays
and Sundays. V/hile some of them also send their boys to the
Hedarim, or private one-room schools, it can hardly be doubted
that they look to the Talmud Torah as the most hopeful educatioiji-
al institution for the preservation of Jewish life in this coun*
try.
The usual Talmud Torah curriculum provides for six
years of study. These schools are in session approximately 48
weeks during the year. The number of hours of instruction
during each week varies with the grade, and ranges from an
average of six and a half hours of instruction per v/eek in the
lowest grade to nine and a half hours in the highest grade.
The total time of instruction provided for the Jewish child in
the 6-7 year curriculum is therefore about 2,600 hours.
The hours of instruction are distributed by the larger
Talmud Torahs and Hebrew schools of the important Jewish com-
munities of the United States in the following manner.
"About Zb% of the time is given to the study of the
brew language, 42^ of the time to the Bible and Jewish Liter-
ature (Commentaries, i«iishnah, Aggadah, Talmud and Modern liter-
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ature of which ZOfo Is given to the Bible itself; 9% of the time
is devoted to History; 12% to religion (prayers, customs, cere-
monies); and 2% to Music". ^ The Talmud Torah curriculum is
therefore a literary curriculum with the main emphasis on the
Hebrew language and Jewish literature, and with the center of
attention upon the Bible. Evidently the "Yodea Sefer" (one
who knows books) is still among the ideals of Jewish education.
The Modern Talmud Torah has been gradually becoming a
democratic institution attended by the children of all classes.
The economic status of the pupils dppends of course upon the
neighborhood in which the particular school is situated. On
the average, it appears that four-fifths of the pupils in the
Talmud Torahs are able to pay for themselves, either in full or
in part, and about one-fifth are too poor to pay for themselves
Most of the Talmud Torahs are "communal", that is, supported by
a group in the community, or "congregational", connected with
some particular congregation.
The Hebrew High School
The Hebrew Sigh school is practically a new development
in Jev/ish education in the United States. There were only ten
high schools in existence in 1930. These were located in New
York City, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Min-
neapolis, and Philadelphia. In these eight cities is to be
found almost two-thirds of all American Jewry. They are sup-
ported by the local Federation of Jewish Charities. "The sub-
jects offered by the ^ebrev/ high schools are all of a specifi-
•
1
*Dushkin, A. M.; "Jewish Education in New ^ork City";
P. 305-6.
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cally Jewish religious and cultural nature. The schools meet
five days a week - Monday, I'uesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
afternoons, and Sunday mornings. On week days classes are held
from four to eight and on Sundays from nine to one".-JJ- It is
significant to note thst all the subjects are taught in Hebrew,
and no transli^tion into English is tolerated. The students
come from the orthodox and conservative Jewish families in the
community.
The National Hebrew School .
fmong, the nationalists, we find th':t the "Palestine
only", or indigeneous nationalists, have not built up any
school system of their own in this country. Tne nearest ed-
ucational expression of their attitude may be found in the
"National Hebrev; Schools". In general, the curriculum of these
schools does not differ very much from that of the Talmud Torahs,
except in so far as they make the Hebrsw language and literaturei
ths centre of their studies, putting particular stress on the
linguistic study of Hebrew as a modern language.
The National Radical School
The "decentralized nationalists" have, also, not (Succeedec.
in building up a system which represents fully their point of
view. They have, however, cooperated in the building up of the
National Radical Schools, or the "Ylddische Volks-Schulen"
,
where the main subject of the curriculum is the Xiddish lang-
uage and literature. Religion as a subject is not taught, nor
is there only teaching of ethics aside from literature and his-
^^Edidin, B. M.; "Hebrew Hl^h Schools", School and Society,
^ct. 1931.
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tory. In most of these schools Hebrew is included as a sub-
ject of study, though in some cases it Is not taught at h11.
While these schools do not claim to be anti-religious, many of
them avow frankly their secular non-religious character.
The Jewi sh School ISenter
Finally, the group of "centrali zed-nationalists", who
believe that cultural Jewish life is possible everywhere have
shared with the conservative group in building up of the Talmud
Torahs, or the supplementary week-day schools in this country.
These schools do not confine themselves to any particular phrasei
of the Jewish heritage, either religious or the national. \^Tiat-
ever is the spiritual product of the Jewish people, from the
simplest Jev/ish folk song having human worth, to the loftiest
conceptions of God, these schools consider legitimate study for
Jewish children. The Talmud Torahs were developing into "Jewisli
School centers", with provision not only for study, but also
for recreation and worship. The Jewish school center is at-
tempting to meet all of the social needs of the entire Jewish
family, adults and adolescents as well as school children.
There are ,therefore ,several distinct types of Jewish
educational institutions in America. These different school
systems tend to represent the differences of social attitude
among the Jews. But here too it must not be assiumed that any
one school system represents exclusively the social attitude of
any one group. ^JVhile particular groups tend to emphasize par-
ticular school systems, one group may support several types of
schools.
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The •^ewish schools are the most concrete expressions of
the attempt of the Jews to adjust themselves in ijnerica. The
variety of types in Jewish educational institutions results from
a variety in methods of adjustment. This adjustment is of par-
ticular significance to i^merica because it affects profoundly
its own problem of assimilation.
Types of Jewish Teachers
In general, there are three types of teachers in the
Jewish schools located in the important cities of the United
States. The first type is the "old fashioned" teacher or "mel-
ammed". His education was obtained in a Yeshibah in Eastern
Europe, v/here he was given an intensive training in the Talmud
and the Codes. His knowledge of modern Hebrew literature of
Jewish History, and of general Jewish knowledge is very meagre,
•^e has had practically no general secular education, and his
pedagogy is based wholly upon a long and bitter experience.
The second type is also an Eastern European product.
It represents the 'maskil' (enlightened) class, which arose in
Eastern Europe, under the Haakallah (enlightenment) influences.
The typical teacher of this class came to this country in late
adolescence on during early manhood. He knows Hebrew literature
intimately and is familiar with Talmudic literature. His sec-
ular knov/ledge he obtained in a European school, or else by
means of private study. In this country he strives hard to ac-
quire more secular education, and to adjust himself to the Am-
erican environment. His center of interest is in the revival
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P of the liebrew language and Hebrew literature.
The third type consists of younger men and women who
were born or trained in this country, and who received their
secular training in the American public school system. Most
of them are high school graduates, many are college graduates,
and some of them pursue post-graduate studies in the univer-
1
sities of the United States. The fundamentals of Jewish train-
ing they received in the Talmud Torahs or Hebrew Schools. This
I rudimentary training is supplemented by private study or by
attending some higher •^ewish school of learning, most frequently
in the Jewish Teachers' Instittutesor seminaries.
I j These fully Americanized young men and women have the
advantage of knov/ing the American environment, and of being
able to interpret it properly to the American Jewish child.
They are the forerunners of the generations of Jewish teachers
which American Jewry must raise from Its own midst.
I
Teacher Training
j
In almost any large city in the United States containing
i
a large Jewish population an institute for the training of Jew-
ish teachers can be found,
i
The requirements for admission to most of these teacher
training institutes are: (1) A high school diploma or equiva-
lent; and (2) a knowledge of Jev/ish subject matter equivalent
to that obtained in a two or three years' course supplementary
to the regular training given in the various Talmud Torah
schools. Applicants are admitted either through entrance ex-
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amination, or else through certification from accredited Jew-
ish schools. Of late the standard of the applicants has been
rising perceptibly, as a result of the work of the Bureau of
Jewish Education.
The course of study at the teacher training schools
usually extends over three or four years. Sessions are con-
ducted afternoons, evenings and Sunday, from ten to twelve
hours each week. Instruction during the first year is given In
the Hebrew language, in the Bible; in History and Religion. In
the second year the work in these subjects is oantinued and
Modern Hebrew literature and Pedagogy are added. The work in
Pedagogy consists of (1) Methods of teaching the various sub-
jects of the curriculum (2) observation of classes; (3) prac-
tice teaching. Instruction is also provided for those quali-
fied, In supervisory or administrative educational work. .These
more advanced students pursue special studies, selected by
themselves, under the guidance of the principal and the faculty.
4. The Place of the Parochial School in Jewish Education
Ever since the state asserted the right to the educa-
tion of its citizens, the problem of religious education has
been a very pressing one. The Catholics offer the "parochial
school" as a solution to this problem. "They maintain that
religion, if it is to mean anything, must be at the center of
the education of the child, since it is of necessity a reinter-
pretation of all of life's experiences" .-J^- The overwhelming
majority of «Jews In this country oppose this as a solution of
*Burns, J. A.; "The Catholic School System in the U. S.."
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their educational problem. They oppose i^ because of its pos-
sible danger to America, since it means pryctically the com-
plete segregation and indoctrination of the child. In spite of
its tempting possiblilities for intensifying group life, the
Jews have refused to adopt the parochial school on a large scale,
because they have considered it harmful to democracy, which in
essence implies that the individual must have wide opportunities
for choosing his interests and modes of life.
"The parochial school is the exceptional thing among
the Jews, not the typical educMtional institution. The total
number of children in Jev/ish elementary and secondary parochial
schools in America is less than one thousand, or less than one-
fifth of one percent of the total number of "Jewish children of
school age.''-^*- From a practical point of view, therefore, the
Jewish parochial school presents no crucial problem. Further-
more, the Jewish parochial schools are subject to lay control.
They are comratmal, not clerical institutions, each managed by
j
a separate board of trustees just as any hospital or recreation-
al center might be. "The principals and teachers generally are
laymen, not rabbis; ajid the secular subjects are taught by
teachers v/ho have been trained in the public school system and
have had experience teaching in the public schools, "-x--*
I
"The Jev/ish schools differ from the Catholic schools in
theory as v/ell as in organization. The latter are apprehensive
!
of a heretical doctrine and aim to safeguard their pupils from
disrupting external influences. The Jewish defence rests on
^^Dushkin, A. M.; P. 21.
**Berkson, I. B.; "Theories of Americanization", P. 152-167.
•
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the following two contentions: (1) th&t the amount of time
taken by the public school le&ves no room for an adequate Jew-
ish education, (2) that the teaching of the secular and the
Jewish subjects under one roof by teachers who understand both
Jewish and American life will avoid the conflict between "ultra
oriental Judaism and ultra occidental /jnericoJiism" , and the re-
sulting tragedy of the disintegration of homes
There is no doubt that the Jewish parochial school is
the easiest and most alluring method of preserving Jev/ish re-
ligious life in this country, or at least a certain type of
' orthodox, Jewish life. To subject the Jewish child completely
to Jewish influence and not to permit the "give and take" pro-
cess between him and his non-Jewish neighbors, may be a tem-
porarily effective v/ay of making *sure» of the child. But it
is brought with danger for America and for the American Jew.
The Jews of this country have realized that they cannot plan
for the education of their children without taking into account
the entire problem of their adjustment in America, Aside from
general considerations of American welfare, the Jev/s realize
that they are in the minority, and that "sectarianism" may
undermine the spirit of tolerance which is among /merica's
proudest claims. Jewish educators have felt that they must
develop schools which will preserve Jewish life in this country
without interfering with America's cherished plan of a system
of common schools for "all the children of all the people".
"The public school system is the rock bottom upon which this
L
-:^Hurwitz, S. T. H.; "The Jewish Parochial School",
"The Jewish Teacher", Dec, 1917.
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country is rearing its institutions, and we Jews must evolve
here a systsin of Jewish education that shall be complementary
to and harmonious with the public school system".* This is
one of the reasons why they have developed a supplementary system
of Jewish education. "The supplementary Jewish school is a dis-l
drict contribution of the Jews to our system of f^mevlcan ed-
ucation" •^
B. THEORIES OF ETHNIC jgPJUSTMENT
1, The Problem of Assimilation
"The term 'assimilation' has been loosely used for either
one or two ideas: adjustment of fusion. In its essence it is
the problem of creating llke-mindedness, similarity of thought,
feeling and action, among those living on a common soil and
participating in common government" Its central problem is
the age-long antagonism between the individual's liberty and
progress on the one hand, and the social order and stability on
the other. How far must the liberties of any one element in
the community whether individual or group, be curtailed, so as
to insure the best interests of the entire community?
With relation to the life of distinct groups, there hav€i
been two solutions offered for this problem: amalgamation and
cooperation. Each of these two methods has been variously inter-
preted, giving rise to four theories of American life. These
v/ill be discussed in the pages that are to follow.
The Jews in the United States represent a minority ethnic
community, and it is of importance that we hold in mind, that
•M-Benderly, S.; "Bureau of Education", Bulletin No. I of Kehlllah
-^55-Rosen, B.; "Some Mooted questions in Jewish Education",
Jev/ish Education, Oct., 1930.
***Giddings, F. H.; "Principles of Sociology".

we are dealing with a "eommunity of men" who have character-
istics diverging from the general population, not merely with
[divergent doctrines. "The Jews have an identity of race, a
community in history, social traditions, religion, language and
literature, a consciousness of these common possessions and a
hope and possibility of being reestablished as a nationality in
I
Palestine " .-ii- The problem that we are concerned with uses from
i
j
the desire of the Jews to maintain their identity and to live
i
the life of Jews in the midst of the social conditions of a
divergent environment.
I
2. Theories Dealing vVith the Adjustment of the Jew in American
The four theories that deal with our problem are (a)
the ^Americanization Theory:? (b) the 'Melting Pot' Theory; (c)
the 'Federation of Nationalities' Theory; (d) the 'Community'
Theory.
The ' Americanization ' Theory .
This theory assumes that, "there is a definite Pmerlc&n
:
type, of the Anglo-Saxon variety, to which all incoming peoples
should be made to conform as closely as possible".** Even if
these, say the proponents of this theory, who are conceived to
be the 'real' Americans are not actually in numerical majority,!
their type ought to prevail nevertheless. The main point is
|
' that all newcomers from foreign lands must as quickly as pos-
I sible divest themselves of their old characteristics, and
through intermarriage and complete assimilation of the language,
—J
^
*Berkson, I. B.; "Theories of /Americanization"., P. 53.
**Cubb6rly, E. C; "Changing Conceptions of Education".
I
I -- . — . .
•
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customs, hopes, aspirations of the /merican type obliterate all
ethnic distinctions. They must utterly forget the land of thelj?
birth and completely lose from their memory all recollection of
|
j
its traditions in a single minded adherence to American life in
all its aspects.
"The »A;Tiericanlzation ' theory weighed in the balr-nce of
! our first and f-ondamental criterion of democracy - respect for i
personality - must be found wanting."* The tendency to inter-
pret /.mericanism as the culture of one definite race, something|
well established to which the newcomers to our shores must com-
pletely conform, falls into the category of an absolutistic
conception which assumes beforehand what is good without re-
lation to the persons affected. "% tacitly, if not expressly,
i
I
denying the right of the immigrant to modify, and contribute to
the development of Americanism, the 'Americanization' theory
violates that notion which is the quintessence of democracy,
namely that the person involved must be considered as an end*
i^either is the second criterion of democracy - a diversity in
the environment - fulfilled by the •Americanization' theory" .»«••»
It idealizes a fixed type of culture as against a diversified
culture enriched by the tradition of many people. Lastly the
conception of socialization in the ' American! zation » theory is
faulty. It breaks down loyalty to the immediate family and to
the cultural institutions - language, customs, etc., which which
it is affiliated. "It fails to realize that much of what the
^
man's character is depends upon the integrity of these relations.
-i^Hill, D. J.; "Americanism What ^s It??; Chap. IV.
H-^Dewey, J.; "Democracy And Education", P. 101.
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To cap the climax, it fails in relation to the problem of affili-
ating with the new social life. Its stress is so negative , con-!
stantly emphasizing the danger of the old associations, that too
little attention has been given to the positive task and a task
it is - of building up on a firm and profoimd basis the culture
of the new land".-5«-
The "Melting Pot " Theory .
The "Melting Pot" theory agrees with the "Americanization"
theory is thaj^ both look forv/ard to a disappearance of differing
ethnic strains and cultures within the unity of American life.
However, while the first theory tends to look upon Americanism
imbued with ^nglo-Saxonism and would give the recent immigrant
no part in the develppment of American culture, the second theory
welcomes the contributions that the new racial strains make to
American life and looks with favor upon the addition of new cul-
tural elements. "The »i>lelting Pot» theory expresses the view
that /American life is a huge social cauldron, into which various
national and religious metals are being poured so that a new,
|
and totally distinct, alloy may emerge" .-"'-iJ- Americanism is con-
cerned as a new life to which all can contribute. Out of the
present heterogeneity of races a new superior race is to be
formed; out of the present medley of cultures a new richer, more
humane civilization is to be created, out of the present ferment^
a new religion will develop representing the spiritual expression
of the new people, a religion more relevant to modern concep-
tions of life than the historical creeds and more tolerant of
^^Berkson, I. B.: "Theories of Americanization", P. 72.
*-»Dushkin, A. M.; "Education In N. y. City", P. 17.
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the differences of hiimankind."5«-
"America is God»s Crucible, the great Melting Pot where
all the races of Europe are melting and reforming I - Here you
stand good folk, think I, when I see you stand at Ellis Island,
here you stand, in your fifty groups, with your fifty languages
and histories, and your fifty blood hatreds and rivalries. But
you won't be long like that, brothers, for these are the fires
of God that you come to - these are the fires of God. A fig
for your feuds and your vendettas I German and Frenchmen, Irish-
men and English, «^ews and Russians, into the Crucible with you
alll God is making Americal The real American has not
arrived. He is only in the Crucible. I will tell you - he will
be the fusion of all races, perhaps the coming superman Ah,
what is the glory of Rome and Jerusalem, where all races come to
worship and to look back, compared with the glory of America '
where all nations come to labour and look forward".**
The standards which have been laid down as the criteria
of democracy would seem to be fully satisfied by the "Melting
Pot" theory. This theory has a profound respect for the indi-
vidual. "The enrichment of iunerican culture, through the con-
tribution of the many peoples, supports the idea of a diversity
in the environment. Finally, its conception of socialization
bears in mind the actual social relations of the immigrant and
reckons with these in building up the loyalty to the new life".*-5s-
However, the 'Melting Pot' theory is adequate only for •
those groups which are willing to give up their identity com-
j
I
^Kelloi*, F.; "Straight America", Antin, M.; "The Promised Lakd
Ravage. W. E.; "An i^jnerican in the Making".
**Zangwill, I.; "The Melting Pot".
*-K-«-Bourne , R. S.; "Trans-national America", July, 1916, Atlantic
Monthlv- i
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pletely is becoming incorporated into the life of America. "It
is no solution for those who wish to participate in ^^merican
life and yet i-euain their ethnic identity, at least in some
manner. These wish to make their contribution perennial, not
merely a once-for-all contribution".*
For those ethnic groups which wish to maintain their
cultural identity neither the 'Americanization* theory nor the
•Melting Pot* theory can be offered 8s a solution. Both these
theories deprive the iraraigrant groups of the fight to perpetuate
the group heritage. "In accordance with them the immigrant
groups buy their freedom at a cost of suppressing what many may
consider of highest worth, their district cultural and spiritua]
The above two theories offer solutions which would lead
finally into complete assimilation or amalgamation. The follow-
ing two ca)operative theories offer solutions which look to the
retention of ethnic and cultural identity of foreign immigrant
groups in contradiction to the theories already presented which
lead to total assimilation.
The "Federation of Nationalities" Theory.
The first theory of cooperation is that of the "Feder-
ation of Nationalities", similar to Switzerland, or Austria-
Hungary before the World War. "It is assumed that the various
L
nationalities v/Mch are living on American soil tend to congre-|
{
gate within certain areas. These should be given national rights
to shape their laws, and their schools, in accordance with what
i
\ ^
*Berkson, I. B.; "Theories of j^jnericanization" P. 76.
i
-:«fr"Melting Pot a Fable", Lit. Digest; Jan. 17, 1925.
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Is supposed to be their national hereditary genius
The simplest and therefore the moat important objection
to this type of governmental organization for the United States
is the recognition that it is a notion imported from foreign
conditions v/ithout realizing that the very considerations which
make it valid there are totally different in this country. "The
example of a Federation of Ethnic Groups within one state is I
directly inspired by the situation in Switzerland, the British
Empire and the old Austria - Hungary. In all of these as in the
United States there is a heterogeneity of ethnic types with one
set of essential differences. In these other countries each
ethnic group is fairly well defined and attached to different
areas . "The land was in all cases possessed by the ethnic group
before the government came into existence. Together with this
common ancient possession of the soil goes a community of lang-
uage, social life, and nearly always a common religion. The
language of general social intercourse and the language of the
street are folk tongue. The function of the Federal government
which has come after the distinct existence of these groups prof
motes intercommunication and common action betv/een groups hith-
erto separated and sometimes at variance with each other".
In America conditions are quite different. The phenom-
ena of attachment of the various racial groups to certain par-
ticular localities from ancient times is altogether missing. Ilj
is ridiculous to even think of the creation of separate politi-
cal nationalities out of the immigrant group in the United States.
*Kallen, ^. S.; "Democracy vs. The Melting Pot",
The Nation, Feb., 1915.
-^^Berkson, I. B.; P. 91-92.
-. .1
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The analogy to European federations does not hold to existing
conditions in the United States. Therefore, the solution can-
not be merely a copy of a ready made psttern. The task is to
create an adequate mode of adjustment which will be harmonious
with the conditions of thought and life as they exist here.
The plan as proposed by its proponents must be regarded merely
as a theory, not as a practical plan. "A part from the utter
! artificiality and needlessness of sucha scheme, there is not a
sufficient basis for it in either size or geographic compactnesu
of the various ethnic groups that could form nationalities. If
cultural democracy is to have any meaning at all, it must mean
the recognition of the value for American life of the cultural
heritages of the Immigrant groups and of freedom to foster and
conserve some of these values through voluntary communal organ-
ization"
The * Commvmity ' Theory .
Another conception of cooperation as the method of ad-
justment, is the community theory of American life. In this
theory, the various ethnic and religious group are considered an
organic parts of the American commonwealth. Belonging to one
body politic, the members of all groups live together and striv<j
together for the common good. But they speak in the particular
ethnic or religious community with which they are affiliated,
that which the general Commonwealth cannot give them, namely,
certain cultural and spiritual aspects of life v.'hich they share
in common only with those citizens of the commonwealth to v/hom
they are related by means of a common past. The historic com-
*Drachsler
,
J.; "Dem.ocracy And Assim.ilation", P. 215.
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munity or grouping, which is based upon a sharing of historic
experiences, institutions and interests, has a special function
to perforiTi for the good of the individual citizen, and is there-f
fore supplementary to the American commonwealth. In this con-
ception the individual citizen, and not the state, is the ul-
timate consideration, and the "raison d'etre" for any community
or grouping consists in the need which individual American cit-
izens have for it, provided it can be satisfied without en-
croaching upon the rights of other /merican citizens . In ed-
ucation the community theory of adjustment lays stress upon a
system of education which shall not supplant but rather "supple^
ment" the training which the American child receives in the
public schools. -Jt-
From this formulation of the four theories dealing v/ith
the adjustment of the Jew to American life brief though it is,
it is evident that the Jews may hold to any one of these theories
Many of those \vho believe in immediate fusion, are willing to
follow the "Americanization" theory, and "Anglo-Saxonise" them-
selves as rapidly as possible. The "Melting Pot" theory seems
to be shared not only by the gradual fusionists, but also by
the indigeneious nationalists, who would claim that outside of
Palestine the Jews must ultimately become parts of new ethnic
bodies, formed by the intermingling of various nationalities.
The decentralized nationalists, perhaps more than any o^
the others, lean towards the Federation of Nationalities theory
They look forv/ard to the concentration of Jewish life in the
-Ji-Berkson, I. B.; "Theories Of Ajnericanization"
,
Drachsler, J.; Dem. and assimilation
Dewey, J. "N, E. A. Proceedings", 1916,
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country so as to preserve a distinct Jewish language, literature,
and customs. The tendency toward concentration is also true in
the case of some of the orthodox.
The centralized nationalists and practically the entire
religious group, more or less consciously, hold to the community
view of American life* They all tend to believe in partial sep-f
aration, as their method of adjustment in ^jnerica. They claim
that whereas in most phases of life the Jew should mix freely
with all the members of the American Commonwealth, he should, at
the same time, have special opportunity to cone into close con-
tact with the members of his own Jewish group. The difference
!
between orthodox, conservative, and reform is merely a differ-
j
ence in the extent and degree of this separation. Practically,
'
none of them desires complete separation, but all of them would
consider a certain amount necessary for forming Jewish individu-r
ality. The relationships, which the Jew wishes to share par-
ticularly with Jewish members of the American Commonwealth, are
those which are connected with the synagogue, the life of the
I family, and some of the cultural interests.
C. RELATION OF JEIVISH EDUCATION TO AMERICAN LIFE .
I
1. The Aim and Place of Jev/i sh Education .
Jewish education in Ajnerica is not only necessary from
the point of view of the ethnic group, but also from the point
of view of a democratic society interested in the enrichment of
life. It may be well, hov/ever, to see what place Jev/ish ed-
ucation has in the entire socialization process which has been
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accepted as the aim of education.
"One of the tests of a good educational aim may be the
extent to which it views the process as a unified one - as is
the process of life''.'^'- It is the very thought that leads new
light to the aim of Jewish education in a democratic world. For
if our aim of education is proper one it will not only be in
harmony with the general educational goal but will even help in
its attainment. Our general aim of education is continuous and
progressive socialization. "The process is a gradual one in
which the individual is socialized first into simple groups and
later into highly complex groups. This process provides for the*
individual's being a member of many "groups" and even places a
premium upon multiple loyalties provided these are not found to
involve any antisocial loyalties " V/hat part does Jewish ed-
ucation play in this process? Obviously, the socialization of
the child into the Jewish group. But the Jewish group, too, we
I
j
found out is a complex one. Hence socialization into it must
also be gradual. It roust start with the family, - the Jewish
I home. This point is significant from the general aim of ed-
i
ucation 8S well. If it is true that the "developnent of the
socialized person through intimate life in primary groups paves
the way for the solution of over social problems". If it is true
that the simple groups must first command the loyalties of the
[
individual before he can become an efficient member of a complex?
I
group, then entering fully into the life of the Jev/ish family
may be concerned not only as a part of the process by which the
*Dewey, J. W.; "Democracy and Education".
•SHJ-Burgess, E. Y/.; "The F\inction of Socialization in Social
Evolution". P. 225.
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child becomes a part of the Jewish people, but an integral part
of the process of progressive socialization up to and including
the largest conmiunity in the world.
The second step in the socialization of the child is
that of enabling him to become a part of the religious group or
community. "It is to be expected that whatever original nature
can be called upon to assist in the process of socialization,
its aid would be enlisted. While it would be difficult to prov^
the existence of a distinct religious instinct, the universality
of the existence of religion in ancient and modern times and the
forms which its manifestations take certainly justify the state-
ment that the religious habits and attitudes find their basis iii
original nature".* In primitive groups feligion was not only a
means of socialization into the group; it was so prominently
associated with the entire life of the group as to be almost in-'
distinguishable as a separate factor. So completely was religicin
identified with the social group that elaborate initiation
ceremonies of the ancients inducted the young into the sacred
duties that they were to perform as members of the religious coii-
munity. Tribal consciousness implied tribal religion.
Thus we find that Ellwood, who defines religion as, "th^
belief in the reality of the spiritual life and as eonsisting
primarily of an attitude of valuing, emphasizes that these re?*
ligious values are built up socially. They are products not of
one individual mind but of the collective mental life of a grouji"
And Ames concludes that "religion is the participation in the
*Coe, G. A.; "Education in Religion and Morals". P. 37.
^-^-x-Ellv/ood, C. A. "Social Functions of Religion". Pp. 289-307.
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ideal values of the social consciousness " .-iJ- It is unfortunate
that the current notion of religion is one which disassociates
it from life and render it a realm apart, "In the case of the
Jewish people we find an instance where the inseparability of
religion and nationality has been maintained. So closely are
these related that the Jev/ish educator finds it almost imposslbJ
to distinguish between that which functions in Jewish life as
religious and that which functions as national - both are so
interwoven that any distinctions made are arbitary and not vita'
From the point of view the importance of socializing the
child into the religious group gains new significance. For re-
ligious education no longer means merely catechism, or creed or
even beliefs and practices. It means primarily so socializing
the child into the religious group that he may be responsive to
the factors that maintain it.
The third step in the socialization of the child into
the Jewish group is making him a part of the larger Jewish com-
munity - the people. Regarded from the point of view above des-
cribed, his entering into the religious group might be deemed t<
fulfill the ethnic aims as well. But as matter of fact the re-
ligious group might be understood by some to designate merely
synaujOgue life, i-t any rate, it may undoubtedly exclude the
participation of the child in certain activities of the Jewish
group that might not at present be described best by the word
religious. For this reason the term ethnic is here used to mem
all those lands minus what is usually called religious that unit
>
;e
*Ames, E. S. "Psychology Of Religious Fjfperience" . P. 356.
*-5«-Garnoran, E.; "Changing Conceptions in Jewish Education",
P. 30.
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the «^ewish people all over the world,
2. Possible Contributions of Jewish Group Life To America .
The great body of i-jnerican Jews who believe in the co-
operative, community method of adjustment, base their attitude
on two fundamental ideas: first, that as individuals they have a
right, in a democrccy, to preserve those ideals and that cultur(5
v/hich they consider of great worth to themselves and to their
children, unless these values are proved to be detrimental to
the interests of the majority; second, that they can be of greal;
er service to r-merica by making their adjustment not as indi-
viduals, but as members of a highly conscious group, rich in
historic past and tradition. The contention which bases Jewish
group life and Jev/ish education on the right of individuals to
follow their ovm spiritual and cultural life, without inter-
fering with the rights of others, needs hardly any elaboration
or proof. It is becoming an ultimate in democratic thinking.
But the exercise of this ri^ht, especially by a group is not
significant, unless it somehow contributes to the common good
and welfare. The contributions to America which the Jews claim
as possible outgrowth of their ovm effort at adjustment, would
proceed along four lines.
(a) Better Citizenship
"American education for citizenship has been defined in
i
two ways. The first definition is in terms of enrichment of
personality". Just as the /merict^n public school enriches the
personality of its children by transmitting to them the ex-
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periences and spiritual heritage of i.merica and of hiimanity, so
do the Jews wish to add to this enrichment, bjc giving their
children the historic experiences of the Jewish people and the
ethical ideals which the Jews have thought worth while strugglinjj
for these many centuries. According to this view, hhe person-
ality of the Jev/ish citizen of America would be extended in threi}
directions; in space, by connecting him with the Jev;s of the en-
tire world, cutting across territoral limitations; in time, by
giving him the long historic perspective of his people, making
him the immediate scion of centuries of development and of
struggle; and in content, by giving him an additional culture,
another language, and literature, the ethical ideals of the pro-
phets and the martyrs of Israel, and the religious attitudes of
the "People of the Book",
The second definition of American education for citizen-
ship is in terms of the training for the duties and privileges
of life in a democratic society. American educators now agree
that the public school has been poorly balanced in its training
for citizenship because it has trained only for the privileges
J.
and rights of civic life, but not for its obligations and duties.
Loyalty as a virtue, and duty as an imperative, have been but
little emphasized, and in consequence the outlook of the America:i
child has been improperly focussed upon getting what it can out
of life, and giving in return as little as possible. Jev/ish ed-
ucation can fundamentally contribute to the general scheme for
the education of the American - Jewish citizen, because it must.
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of necessity, go to the other extreme and train for duties and
loyalties mostly, and for tangible privileges but little "The
Jewish teacher has nothing to offer to the Jewish child in terms
of material or social advancement. He must stress values of lif
other than the tangible ones. He must make the conscious ad-
herence to loyalty and to diity the central attitudes in his
teaching task is to instruct jjjnerican Jewish children to be true
to their Jewish obligations and responsibilities because they
are obligations and responsibilities."*
(b) Religious Education
Irnmediately arising out of the efforts to enrich person-
ality, is the Jev/ish contribution to the problem of religious ed-
ucation in ionerica. Catholics, Jews, and i?rotestants of all den-
iOminations , have felt that the public school cannot offer com-
plete education to the American child. The Catholics have put
folJth the parochial school as a solution to the problem that con
fronts religious education. The overwhelming majority of Jev/s
oppose this means of solving the problem.
The Protestants have attempted to meet the problem of re-
ligious education through the "Sunday ^chool". In this they
were follov/ed by the Reform Jews of this country. But both Jew
and Gentile are nov; beginning to realize the insufficiency and
inefficacy of the Sunday School for religious instruction. Aside
from the general fact that the Sunday school makes religious ed-
ucation a Sunday affair only, and limits the personal influence
of the religious teacher to two or three hours a week, some
-JJ-Dushkin, a. M,; "Jewish Education In Nev/ York City". P. 20.
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thirty times during the year, there is for the Jews the additior
al difficulty of having to teach a rich cur'riculwn in an absurd]
short time. For they must impart to their children a complex
language, a rich literature, a long history, a highly symbolic
ritual, and a comprehensive liturgy.
"The distinct Jewish contribution to the problem of re-
ligious education in America is in the direction of testing out
a supplementary system of weekday religious education, in which
the children attend the public school for the greater part of
the day, and come to the Hebfew school after public school hours
-
y
several times during the week."^^ A supplementary system of ed-
ucation of this type can be operated in conjunction with almost
every plan of public education, under certain conditions. While
the Jews are not alone in the belief that week day religious in-
struction offers the best solution for the religious educational
problem in America, they have nevertheless tried it the longest,
and on the largest scale, and may be in a position to contribute
their experiences to the general problem.
(c) More Effective Americanization
The third possible contribution which the Jev/s claim to
be in a position to make in this country, is that of aiding in a
more satisfactory Americanization of the Jewish immigrant than
has been current hitherto. The immigrant Jew in many cases has
to undergo a transition, during the first few years of his res-
idence in America, which has taken centuries in the history of
the human race. His child makes this transition very easily and
Ji-Dushkin, A. M.; P. 22.
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vevj readily. For the parent it is a slow and difficult task.
The result is that a chasm is created between parents and childf
ren. America becomes the unconscious perpetrator of many a
family tragedy, arising from the fact that the child despises
that which is holy to its father and mother. For the father
this makes Americanization doubly difficult. It creates an
antagonistic set of mind, which induces him to look upon America
as the cause of his family tragedies.
But the parent is not alone in suffering from the harm-
ful effects of this break. The Americanization of the child,
too, is abnormal. There are neurologists who claim that the
very rapid transition which the Jewish child must go through in
the brief period of his school life, causes the child many men-
tal conflicts and psychic repressions, because, of this cons tan
painful attempt to suppress and hide his home life and his past
attitudes, "These conflicts tend to express themselves in in-
creased nervosity and even in case of unbalanced mentality.
^*^oreover, in his search for companionship and leadership, which
his home can no longer give him, the Jewish adolescent goes to
the opposite extreme, and sometimes imitates the lov;est type of
"American" who introduces him to the worst phrases of free life".*
The Jewish schools can therefore offer signal aid in th^
process of i^ericanization, by teaching the child to know and to
be interested in some of the things which his father knows and
is interested in, and by making the parent feel that Americanisip
i
does not necessarily imply opposition to Judaism. If the father
*Brill, A. A,; "Mental Adjustment In Jews", The Jewish
Teacher, ^viay, 1917.
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can be made to see that his iimerican som may still be infeerestec
in some of the things which are dear to him, it will help create
in him a proper attitude of mind towards his own process of
iunericanization. For the child the Jev/ish school proposes more
conscious and more gradual transition. It wishes to aid him in
tiding over the periods of his mental conflict. It reinterprets
the home and the past of the child, so as to do av/ay with shame
and repression and their psychic consequences in self depreciatjl
By exerting this mental therapeutic influence on the child, the
Jewish school may prevent many a Jewish American personality frc
becoming psychically maladjusted.
(d) Internationalization
Another possible contribution which may be expected by
Jews as a result of their attempt to orientate themselves pro-
perly in their American environment, is that dealing with Americ
problem of adjusting the ethnic communities which have come to
its shores. American education Is conceived by our leading ed-
ucators as being not only a national education for America, but,
if it is to be significant, it must also be an international edr
ucation, an education for humanity.
The history of human developmsnt has been in terms of a
broadening of the group with which the individual is affiliated,
This development reached its climax in the cosomopolitanism of
the eighteenth century in which humanity snd the world become
the group of affiliation for the individual. We realize now,
however, that this is an impossible ujiit of organization for
J
on.
m
a ' s
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human kind, although it should properly form the aim of human
organization. The modern nation or national state seems now to
be the largest territorial group for direct individual allegiance.
This territorial unit has its basis in the deepest human impulses
and human needs: food, shelter, ownership, gregariousness etc.
It is fostered by common trade, common government, and common
education. It seems, therefore, to be the normal and logical
unit the basis for human organization is that the political and
economic interests of that unit may be diametrically opposed to
the interests of some other territorial unit. vVar, with all tha^
i
precedes and follows it, is aji expression of this inherent con-
flict. It is necessary, therefore for humanity to evolve some
method of human organization whereby the national unit shall
remain intact, and yet this inherent conflict be overcome.
The suggestion made, as the one which must underlie all
peaceful group living in the future, is that of international-
ization. In its essence, it seems to mean that the individual
shall pay political and civic allegiance to the territorial na-
tion of which he is a part, but that he shall have other al-
legiances with groups that cut across political boundaries.
These allegiances must not be equal, that is, complete alleg-
iances, but rather partial allegiances. They must deal only
T/ith certain phases of human life, namely, the spiritual or culi-
tural phases. Thus it is claimed that an Irishman in America
may be a better American, and a better human being, if at the
same time that he pays unswerving allegiance politically and
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civlcally to i^jnerica, he yet continues to be interested in ^risli
culture and art, and aids in the development of Irish life and
ideals
•
The *^ews as a highly conscious community may prove of
value in this world undertaking, if they can but work out for
themselves the methods of internationalization, and smooth out
the difficulties which it brings in its train. This is partic-
ularly the effort of that group of Jews who advocate the cen-
tralized or cultural - national method of Jewish affiliation in
this country. Their aim is to work out a form of community life
in this country, which will enjoin undivided political, civic
and cultural allegiance upon every American Jew to ^--merica, and
yet connect him religiously and culturally with the Jev/s through
out the world, particularly with the Jewish life in Palestine.
3. The --Relation of Jewish Education To >^raerican Education.
If, then, these contributions to ijnerica which the Jews
expect as the results of their socialized effort at adjustment
are significant, the problem of Jewish religious education may
lay large claims to the interest of the American educator. This
i
thesis is written from the point of view of the American student
of education who is investigating one phase of a complete, compr
hensive system of American education. It is an attempt to des-
cribe and interpret the religious educational activities of the
!
Jews in /jnerica, not apart from, but as a part of the American
educational system, just as public and private education are onl
parts of this system.
-
ie-
J
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The purpose of the above rather detailed analysis, is
therefore, first to show the significance of Jewish education,
as part of a complete scheme of -f^raerican education; and second,
to point out that Jewish education is not religious, merely in
the denominational sense. The tendency of American educators
has been to look upon the Jewish schools as a more or less homo
-
j
gengous system, teaching the beliefs and dectrines of Jewish
religious sect, "The Jews are included in denominational
schemes as one of the "denominations" .-J^- At best the only dis-
tinction made is between the orthodox and the reform. Many a
I
non-Jewish educator has for that reason unable to account for
!
certain of the studies in some of the Jewish schools. From the
point of view of the religious - devotional life, it has been
difficult to understand why Jewish schools should teach Jewish
folk songs, Jewish current events, Hebrew as a modern language
,
etc. "In point of fact, however, the great majority of Jews do
! not look upon themselves as a religious sect only; they include
in their heritage many cultural - national elements which do no^;
j
center about worship" •Ji-"
4. Definition of Jewish Education
Jewish education is community education; it is a system
of religious - national training. It expresses a variety of at--
titudes towards the problem of socialized Jewish life in America
and prepares the Jewish child to take its place among the Jewish
people, both in America and throughout the world.
No single definition of Jewish education will cover the
-i^Dushkin, ^. M.; "History of Jewish Education in N, Y. City"
P. 26.
**Ibid i". 26.
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whole field. It may be best, therefore, to define it objectively
from various aspects 5
(1) Psychologically , Jev/ish education is the process of
enriching the personality of /jnerican - Jewish children, by trans-
mitting to them the cultural heritage of the Jews, and by jbrairing
them to share in the experiences of the Jewish people both past
and present.
(2) Sociologically , Jewish education has two meanings:
(a) It is the transmission of group consciousness by
Jewish fathers to their children, so as to preserve Jewish life.
(b) It is the mental and social adjustment of the
American Jewish children, so that by preserving the values of
their people, they may be able to live the completes t, and at
the sane time, the most cooperative lives.
(3) Religiously , Jewish education may be defined as the
training of Jewish children to understand and obey the v/ill of
God as it has expressed itself in the history, literature and
laws of their people.

SUMMARY
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SUMMARY
1. A Review of Jewish Education From Ancient to Modern Times.
The history of Jev/ish Education, like the history of th<
Jewish people, is a story of continuity through change. In its
struggle for self preservation, the Jev/ish people found the ab-
ility to adjust as necessary as the power to conserve. In fact
asjustment was often the means by which the end, group preser-
vation was attained.
In the brief survey of the history of Jev/ish education
I have attempted to show how the curriculum of the Jev/ish school
changed wherever Jev/ry came in contact with another culture.
The lofty conception which the Jewish people had of education is
reflected in the fact that as early as 64 C. E. ujiiveraal elemer
tary education was introduced. Without the actual use of com-
>
t
I-
pulsion the provisions made by Joshua ben Gamala made education
practically compulsory for children of the ages of six or seven.
The fact that universal elementary/ education was intro-
duced at an er.rly period when the power of tradition held sv/ay
would naturally lead to great constancy in the curriculum. It
should not, however, be imagined that the curriculim did not
undergo any change. Far from it. Even a cursory glance at the
history of Jewish education from ancient to modern times will
reveal some significant changes. The curriculum of the Jewish
school, accordingly, changed not only as the traditions of the
people increased and the literature of the people developed, but;
also as the people came in contact with new environments.
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In early times '^ewish education was given in the home.
The parents were the teachers and they instructed the child in
the duties of daily life. Customs and ceremonies significant iiji
the life of the tribes were transmitted from father to son. The
social and economic environment of the group regulated the stud-ir
ies and activities of the yoimg»
As the years passed, teachers arose who performed the
specific function of training the people for their life duties.
The Priests developed the symbolism of sacrifice and taught the
law, and the psalmists developed poetry of religious expression*
Prophets thundered their message from the market places to what-
ever crowds would gather to listen. Not \mtil the time of the
Scribes were those earlier traditions written down, which were
to be the foundations of later Jewish education.
In the Talmudic period as the Jew strove to "build a
fence around the Irw", religious practices and ceremonials mul-
tiplied, an(ffl the law became in an increasing degree, the basis
of all Jewish life. Religious education became formal with the
law as the subject of instruction.
In the Medieval period, when persecution hemmed in the
Jev/ and forced him to retreat to his own inner spiritual strong-
holds, all of life was religiously motivated, and the Talm.ud
Vv'ith its various codes and commentaries served as the exclusive
guide and abilities of conduct.
However, the culture of the Jews in Italy, and partic-
ularly in Spain, cause the attainments of the Jews in other

Ill-
lands during the Middle Ages to shrink into insignificance. It
is important to note, therefore, that the Jev/ish curriculum
changed not only by the addition of the Mishnah and the Gemorah
to the Bible in the course of study but also by coming in con-
tact with other cultures. That were sufficiently developed to
influence Jewry. The contact with ^^ellenism, the contact with
Arabic culture, and contact with the classical literatures led
to important adjustments in the curriculum.
Coming to modern times, we find that emancipation, civ-
il, political, r.nd economic, broke down the walls of the ghetto
which cut the Jew off from the non-Jewish v/orld. Secular ed-
ucation became the basic education, and religious education was
relegated to a subsidiary and purely religious plane.
2. The Reaction of the Jew to America.
The Jews came to this country in three successive waves
of migration. First came the Spanish Portuguese, then the Ger-
man, and lastly the East European. Of all of these the third is
the largest group in the country today. The change in the polit
ical, social, and economic conditions of the Jew who came from
Eastern Europe to ^^merica was in its effect revolutionary. He
found life diametrically opposed in most significant respects tc
that which he was compelled to live in the ghetto.
While the general effect of the freedom of America was
to produce a very desirable interaction among all parts of the
population, this was accompanied by the malad^justments which
necessarily follow in the footstej)s of a sudden transition on
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the part of the immigfant. The new economic eonditions resultecj
in materialism, and brought into clear relief the need for a
Jewish education which would emphasize a spiritual outlook upon
life. At the same time the breakdown of the Jev;ish home, the
lessened influence of the synagogue, and the cessation of the
community control shifted the entire burden of Jewish education
to the formal educational institutions.
The contact with modernism involved too sudden a jump
from the medieval life of the ghetto. The scientific attitude
to life, which resulted in the breakdown of many theoretical
Jewish beliefs and practices, also brought a superficial Am-
ericanization, which mistakes externalities for the ideals of
American, or in a complete breaking of the racial bonds, which
leads to inter-marriage and to dissolution of Jewish life in
/jnerica.
3. The Fvinction of the *^ewigh School in America .
The Jewish school in America is the means of preserving
Jewish life and enabling the Jew to adjust himself to his new
environment. The Bureau of Jewish Education of .America recog-
nizes this fact and is organizing the Jewish school with the
aim of transmitting what is of deep significance to the people.
The school curriculum is being made to appeal to the young. Thijis
human ideals of the Jewish people embodied in its language and
literature are being transmitted in such an effective manner
that they function in the life of the child. Jewish life and
present day Jewish problems are being made the center of cor-
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relation of school subjects and activities.
The work of the Jewish schools is thus an integral part
of American education and both public educators and Jev/ieh ed-
ucators must come to regard it not as something extraneous to
America life, but as a part and parcel of it, vital to its wel-
fare. It seems short - sighted policy for public educators to
regard the educational work of the Jewish community as complete-^
ly out of their sphere of interest. The concern of the public
educator is the en'^tire American child, and everything which
affects its growth and education should be of interest to him.
Jewish education is a process which aims to enrich the
Jewish citizen*s personality, to widen his interests and deepen
his emotions, a process which is helpful to democracy. The
function of the Jewish school is to transmit to American Jev/ish
children a range of interests and to inculcate in them a group
of emotions which are outside of the realm of the American pub-
lic school. Jewish education wishes to enrich the personality
of the American Jew in content, by giving him an additional cul-
ture, another language and literature, the ethical ideals of
Israel, and the religious attitudes of the "People of the Book".
It wishes to enlarge his personality in space, by connecting
his interests with those of the Jews of the entire world. It
desires to extend his outlook in time, by giving him the long
historic perspective of the Jewish people, making him the im-
mediate scion of centuries of struggle and development.
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